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ABSTRACT 

Max Reger's treatise Beitrdge zur Modulationslehre (Supplement to the Theory of 

Modulation) has received little attention in the ninety-eight years since it was published. 

This document discusses the short treatise in detail and relates the information gained 

from this study to the analysis of representative organ works composed in typical genres. 

An introductory chapter provides biographical iiiformation about his early musical 

development and his career as organist, composer and conductor; the importance of his 

lifelong interest in composing for the organ and the critical regard in which he is held are 

also examined in this chapter. A thorough discussion of Beitrdge zur Modulationslehre 

highlights Reger's establishment of tonality as seen in the one hundred short examples of 

the treatise. Representative organ works (Op. 67, Nos. 10, 25, 33, and 35; Op. 52, No. 3; 

Op. 65, No. 10; and Op. 135b) are analyzed from a perspective that establishes a 

relationship between the harmonic practices of Reger's modulation examples and those 

found in the pieces selected from performance repertoire. Reger's dense harmonic style 

has resulted in mixed critical assessments concerning his music and his importance in 

music history. This document provides an additional perspective from which to analyze 

his compositions and evaluate his contributions to tum-of-the-century musical 

developments. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many distinguished composers throughout the history of Western music have 

chosen the written word, in addition to musical composition, as a medium for expressing 

their thoughts on the art and craft of music. Composers are seldom at a loss for words, 

whether compiling a comprehensive treatise seeking to cover all aspects of music theory 

and composition (Jean-Philippe Rameaus's Traite de I harmonie, 1722) or reinterpreting 

those antecedents as they discuss their own compositional procedures (as in Paul 

Hindemith's The Craft of Musical Composition, 1937). Such writings are rich resources 

for purely theoretical study, but also provide valuable insights into the performance of 

works by these composers and their contemporaries. 

Max Reger's 1904 treatise Beitrage zur Modulalionslehre {Supplement to the 

Theory of Modulation) does not share the lofty goals and broad scope of the two works 

mentioned above. Its straightforward presentation of short modulation examples 

accompanied by minimal explanations might seem to be of little intrinsic or practical 

value. However, since Reger left no other theoretical writings to posterity, this small 

volume should not be overlooked. 

It is the intent of this study to examine the relationship between the simplicity of 

these "dry" modulation illustrations (Reger's own word)' and the complexity of the 

harmonic language he uses to imply and establish tonality in his organ works. The author 

intends to establish the suitability of the organ works as analytical subjects. Analysis of 

' Max Reger, Supplement to the Theory of Modulation trans. John Bemhoff (Leipzig: C.F. Kahnt 
Nachfolger, 1904), 4. 



musical examples drawn from Beitrdge zur Modulationslehre and analyses of modulatory 

and cadentiai progressions of specific organ compositions will show the relationship 

between the theoretical examples of the treatise and performance literature. 

The author will attempt to demonstrate that the approach to harmony seen in 

Max Reger's Beitrdge zur Modulationslehre is closely related to the dense and chromatic 

harmonic language found in his organ compositions. The author further intends to 

demonstrate that the insight into Reger's harmonic thinking provided by this treatise 

facilitates analysis of the organ works by introducing a new perspective from which to 

examine them. 

The music of Max Reger stands squarely at the crossroads of two musical eras: 

the Romanticism of the nineteenth century and the twentieth century's emerging 

Modernism. While not exactly lost in the cracks (or perhaps chasms) between these two 

style periods, Reger and his compositions have received mixed evaluations from scholars. 

Critical literature concerning Reger is neither comprehensive nor defmitive; this may be 

attributed to the general neglect suffered by most of Reger's works outside Germany, his 

early death at age forty-three (during Workl War I), and the sheer volume of his 

compositional output (over one hundred forty-five opus numbers, most including 

multiple works). 

Reger scholarship has not developed to the point that the work of one individual 

stands out. Two German journals, one from the Max-Reger-Gesellschafl (I921-I94I) 

and the other from the Max-Reger-Instituts (1954-1971, are not readily available in the 

United States. The author was able to obtain a copy of Beitrdge zur Modulationslehre 
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through Interlibrary Loan at the Main Library of the University of Arizona; this copy was 

located by consulting a union catalog in the Central Reference Department of the library. 

Most German sources provide biographical information and general discussions of his 

works, but proved to be of limited use because of the specific focus of this document. 

The formal aspects of Reger's compositions, notably his use of sonata and 

variation forms, are treated in a number of dissertations. Several books dealing with 

Reger's position between Romanticism and Modernism are very useful, in particular 

those by Susanne Popp and Susanne Shigihara (both of whom are associated with the 

Max-Reger-lnstituts in Bonn), Jim Samson, and Carl Dahlhaus. Some general histories 

of Romantic and Modem music (e.g., those by Leon Plantinga and William F. Austin) 

also make pertinent observations. 

Organ journals such as The American Organist and Diapason often feature 

extensive articles on his music, with Reger's centennial year, 1973, being particularly 

noteworthy as to the quality and quantity of articles published. The author's discussion 

of Max Reger's theoretical treatise and her intention to establish a connection between 

the analysis of this "textbook" and analysis of his organ literature will cover an area of 

research which has heretofore received little attention in analytical studies. 

Reger the Man: Biography and Influences 

Education and Early Experiences 

Johann Baptist Josef Maximilian Reger was bom on March 19, 1873, in the 

Bavarian village of Brand, to Josef and Philomena Reger. It was a musical household; 
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Philomena was a pianist and Josef taught music and mathematics at the preparatory 

school. About a year after Max's birth, Josef moved his family to Weiden, where he had 

accepted another teaching position. Young Max began his musical education at home, 

under the guidance of his father. Organ was only one of the instruments on which he 

received instruction; his affinity for spiritual matters may have played a part in his 

attraction to this most "religious" of instruments.^ 

Adalbert Lindner, a colleague of Josef Reger's and the town organist, took over 

Max's education in 1884. Up until this time. Reger's studies had focused on piano and 

violin as well as organ; Lindner kept up the piano lessons (covering works by Mozart and 

Clementi) but emphasized organ study. A house organ was built for Max's use and he 

became acquainted with the works of Bach, Mendelssohn and Liszt. His career as an 

organist began in 1886 when he started playing for Catholic services in the Weiden town 

church (the Regers were Catholic). Teacher and pupil also played four-hand 

arrangements of Mozart and Beethoven symphonies, and even a Brahms tone poem.^ 

Lindner was a wonderful teacher and mentor for Reger. He stressed the 

importance of the old masters, particularly Bach, but encouraged his young student to 

discover for himself the works and composers that struck a chord in his own musical 

soul. Reger exhibited a great affinity for Bach, but also played many works by Hugo 

Riemaiui, with whom he would later study. 

In 1888, while studying with Lindner, Reger took a trip to Bayreuth and was 

deeply affected by a performance of Richard Wagner's Parsifal. The fluid chromaticism 

" Helen Aliinger, "Max Reger," Music (A.G.O.) 7, no. 4 (1973): 48. 
' William E. Grixn, Max Reger: A Bio-Bibliography York: Greenwood Press, 1988), 3. 
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was a revelation to hint, and inspired him to choose music as his career. This fascination 

with chromaticism, as experienced in the music of Wagner, and Reger's love for the 

organ's contrapuntal possibilities and improvisatory freedom were to be dominant 

influences throughout his life. Despite his young age, Reger was set on his course. 

In April 1890. Reger was accepted as a student by Hugo Riemann, the theory 

instructor at the Conservatory in Sonderhausen. When Riemann took a position in 

Wiesbaden later that year, he invited Reger to join him. Max was only too happy to 

continue his intensive instruction in theory, piano and organ. The talented student was 

frequently asked to accompany concerts at the Conservatory, and his compositions were 

gaining recognition, although they were not always well-received: "...it is clear that their 

association [Riemann's and Reger's] was instrumental in the establishment of Reger as a 

composer of importance."^ "From the time of his earliest student works, there is in 

Reger's compositional style an attempted reconciliation of baroque structural principles 

and the free harmonic expressions of late romanticism."^ Riemann did not embrace his 

student's combination of Baroque and Romantic elements within a single piece, and 

considered it illogical.^ This friction ultimately caused a serious falling-out between the 

master and his protege. 

First Appointments and Professional Activity 

When Riemann left Wiesbaden in 1895 to become a Lecturer at the University of 

* Grim, Max Reger, 3. 
' Ibid. 
' Gervase Hughes, Sidelights on a Century of Music (1825-1924) (New York; St. Mary's Press, 1970), 
140. 
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Leipzig, Reger filled his position in Wiesbaden. This being his flrst professional 

appointment. Reger threw himself into his duties. His teaching schedule proved to be a 

daunting one. and the considerable time he devoted to his compositions (and attendant 

frustration with the pittance publishers offered for them) was an additional strain. It was 

during this period that Reger met Elsa von Bagenski, who became his wife in 1902. He 

also made the acquaintance of Karl Straube, the organ virtuoso who became a close 

friend and great champion of his organ music. Straube had played Reger's Suite, Op. 16. 

in a Berlin concert in 1897. and the two yoimg men (both bom in 1873) met in Frankfurt 

in 1898.^ 

This busy period was interrupted by military service in 1896. Although he served 

only three months and received a medical discharge, this experience, coupled with a 

return to his strenuous teaching and composing schedule, proved exhausting to the young 

man. In June 1898, he left Wiesbaden and returned to Weiden. 

With no academic post and no fmancial obligations to worry about (due to his 

family's support), Reger embarked on a period of tremendous compositional activity. 

Many chamber works, lieder, and piano pieces were written during these three years 

(1898-1901), but the breadth and scope of the organ works was truly remarkable. The 

seven chorale fantasies, the Op. 46 B-A-C-H Fantasy and Fugue, and many collections of 

short pieces (including Op. 59) were produced in this outburst of creativity. 

His old teacher and friend, Lindner, was instrumental in mending Reger's spirits 

at this time. However, even Lindner's support and that of the townspeople were not 

' Allinger, "Max Reger," 50. 
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enough to keep Reger from becoming restless for a new position. When Josef Reger 

retired from his teaching position in 1901, the family moved to Munich, the cultural 

capital of Bavaria. Munich had a broader and more active cultural life than Reger had 

seen before, but he was determined to make his mark on the music scene. It was here that 

the first controversies concerning his music arose, with critics usually less tolerant of his 

a 
complex compositions than his fellow musicians. 

Reger's compositions were not yet well-known, and he relied on teaching and 

piano accompanying to make ends meet. The outpouring of compositions that began in 

Weiden continued unabated. The Introduction, Variations and Fugue on an Original 

Theme, Op. 73, the Second Sonata, Op. 60. and numerous collections are among the 

organ pieces composed between 1901 and 1907. He also maintained an active concert 

schedule that periodically exhausted him, forcing him to take short rests from his flurry 

of musical activities. In 1906, he was offered the position of organ and composition 

teacher at the Munchen Akademie. This compensated somewhat for what he felt were 

years of unappreciated effort; in 1907, he was even more pleased to accept positions at 

the University of Leipzig (Music Director) and the Leipzig Conservatory (composition 

and theory teacher).' 

Growing Recognition 

The Leipzig appointments were important ones; the city was a major cultural 

center with a rich musical history that included its long association with J.S. Bach, 

* Grim. Max Reger, 3. 
' Allinger, "Max Reger," 51. 
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arguably the greatest musician of all time, who is buried there. Reger*s stature, as both 

composer and teacher, was greatly enhanced, and his increasing renown attracted such 

students as Hermann Keller and Hermann Grabner. He kept up a brisk pace of 

composition, and had great success with his Variations on a Theme of Hitler. Op. 100, for 

orchestra. 

It was during this time that the strained relationship between Reger and Riemann, 

who both now lived in Leipzig, completely fell apart. Riemann thought so little of 

Reger's free tonal style that he wrote negative articles in journals and treated Reger 

harshly in his Musiklexicon. This disappointed and disturbed Reger, who had hoped to 

repair the friendship; Riemann would have none of it, and there was no reconciliation.'" 

Reger resigned his position at the University in 1909 to concentrate on his duties 

at the Conservatory, a situation that gave him more time for composition. Teaching, 

composing, and concertizing filled his days. He received honorary doctorates from 

several universities (Jena and Berlin), and proponents of his music spread awareness of it 

to the Low Countries and England. A Reger-fest in Dortmund in 1909 was only the 

beginning of a period of great recognition of, and appreciation for, his music, with many 

performances. 

Leipzig, like Munich, had proved mostly unreceptive to Reger's compositions. 

He was once again anxious to move on, and in 1911 he accepted a position as orchestra 

conductor in Meiningen. This was a substantial orchestra, and working with them 

rekindled Reger's enthusiasm. He thought highly of Mahler and Wagner, but as time 

Ailinger, "Max Reger," 52. 
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passed, he seemed drawn more to the absolute music of Mahler's symphonies than to 

Wagner's dramas. The orchestra responded well to Reger's direction and performed 

many successful concerts. Happy in his work, Reger was again inspired to write 

numerous compositions. 

1913 ended with Reger's heahh in a poor state, and several changes at the 

Meiningen court over the next several months (including the death of the duke) made it 

increasingly difHcult for him to fulfill his duties. He submitted his resignation in April, 

and it was accepted. He lived in Meiningen for another year before moving to Jena in 

1915 to rest and compose. Life in Jena was quiet for Max and Elsa; he had few students 

and no formal position. Several important works that he had begun in Meiningen 

(including Op. 135b) were completed here. Despite declining health, Reger continued 

concertizing extensively. After visiting with Karl Straube in a Leipzig restaurant, Reger 

returned to his hotel room and died early the next morning. May 11, 1916. 

The Central Position of the Organ Works in Reger's Catalog 

Reger's organ music has always held a position of prominence among performers. 

Although his works were often neglected outside Germany following World War I, his 

organ works continued to be important contributions to that repertoire. Workshops and 

symposia focusing on the organ works of Reger, on the instruments he played and knew, 

and on the rich milieu of late German Romantic music are held frequently. 
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Lifelong Interest in the Instrument 

Reger's interest in the organ began at an early age; it was one of the instruments 

on which he received instruction from his father. He continued formal study under the 

expert guidance of Adalbert Lindner, Weiden town organist. Max's interest was such that 

a small organ was built in the Regers' home, and he began playing for Catholic services 

when he was 13. Organ was part of Reger's musical discipline when he was a student of 

Hugo Riemann, and his first organ pieces date from this Wiesbaden period (1890-1898). 

An unparalleled outburst of compositional activity occurred during Reger's three-

year respite in Weiden (1898-1901). Many important works, such as the chorale 

fantasies and many collections of smaller works, date from this period. After moving to 

Munich in 1901, Reger concertized on piano and organ, and continued composing at a 

furious pace, producing additional large works and numerous collections. Curiously 

enough, virtually no organ works were composed in the Leipzig years (1907-1911), 

despite the legacy of J.S. Bach and the presence of his close friend Karl Straube. He 

composed more works in Meiningen, but fewer than in earlier periods. (Perhaps this was 

due to his heavy teaching and conducting schedule.) Several important works were 

begun here, but not fmished until Reger 'Retired" to Jena in 1915. Reger^s failing health 

and a demanding concert career that lasted up until his death may also account for the 

small number of organ works from these later years. 

Breadth of Genres Represented 

This brief chronology of his organ compositions provides some indication of the 
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importance the organ held for Reger. The sheer number of organ works, about 230. 

comprises a large share of Reger's total output, and includes important works composed 

during every creative period: Wiesbaden (Suile in e minor. Op. 16). Weiden (seven 

chorale fantasies), Munich (Op. 73), and Meiningen/Jena (Op. 127 and Op. 135b). 

In his choice of the organ as a favorite medium, Reger was following the advice 

of his old teacher, Lindner, to seek out styles for which he had the greatest afTmity. His 

friendship with Straube, forged when he was a young man. had a profound influence on 

his organ works. The German predilection for polyphonic textures found an enthusiastic 

proponent in Reger and his love of counterpoint. Traditional organ forms such as 

variation sets, fugues, and improvisatory preludes were the perfect vehicles for his 

imaginative use of harmony and his contrapuntal skill. 

One reason Reger is not as prominent in the musical mainstream as he is among 

organists is the lack of compositions in the nineteenth century's favorite genres: opera 

and symphony. Although an early encounter with Wagner's music opened his ears to a 

more chromatic style, he retreated from dramatic and programme music in favor of 

absolute or "pure" music. He wrote several successful variation sets for orchestra, but no 

symphonies. Most of the rest of his works (songs, string trios, quartets and quintets) can 

be classified as chamber music. A number of these pieces are wonderful additions to the 

literature, but again, chamber music, by itself, did not bring renown to a composer in the 

1800s. (The piano works of Chopin are perhaps a notable exception.) This paucity of 

significant works in other musical media makes Reger's comprehensive coverage of 

organ genres even more important, and elevates his large organ works to a status similar 
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to the preludes and fugues of Bach (whom he revered), Beethoven's piano sonatas, and 

Mendelssohn's organ sonatas. 

Use of Characteristic Harmonic Language 

The dense harmonic language of Reger's organ works is typical of his entire body 

of compositions. The use of a distinctive harmonic language within established forms is 

at the heart of his style, as he explored harmonic expressiveness through remote chordal 

relationships. The following quotes offer perceptive observations on these practices. 

"This continuous struggle between innovation and tradition is what gives Reger's music 

its tension."" "Reger's wide variety of chord connections.. .disturbs occasionally the 

unity of key and contributes to his modem sound.""The reassertion of a contrapuntal 

impulse was an important and widespread factor in the weakening of harmonically 

directed, melodically focused tonality."'^ 

The organ may have been the best possible vehicle for Reger's singular style. 

Irregular phrase lengths and fugue subjects constructed from motivic fragments resulted 

in works whose "chief interest lies in the swifi chord progressions, rather than in the 

interplay of melodies."*'* His ever-present counterpoint supported chromatic harmonies 

and helped unify pieces when tonality became obscured by extended chord relations. 

Traditional organ forms, such as partitas (which became chorale fantasies) and the 

" Hans Heinze Stuckenschmidt, Twentieth Century Music trans. Richard Oeveson (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1969), 39. 

Paul Risk, "Max Reger: An Appreciation," Diapason 64, no. 6 (1973): 14. 
Jim Samson, Music in Transition: A Study of Tonal Expansion and Atoncdity, 1900-1920 (London; J.M. 

Dent & Sons Ltd., 1977), 144. 
William F. Austin, Music in the Twentieth Century (fiew York: W.W. Norton & Co. Inc., I%6), 145. 



improvisatory fantasias and fugues seemed ideal structures for his unorthodox chord 

progressions. While critics do not talk about Reger's works in terms of style periods, 

there are those who find the late works (Op. 127, Op. 135b) to be more austere and 

motivically unified than earlier large-scale works. 

Critical Opinion 

Self-Estimation 

Reger considered himself an heir to Bach and Brahms, and to the entire German 

musical heritage. However, this continuity of musical history did not weigh as heavily on 

him as it did on Mahler, the symphonist, and, to a lesser degree, his own teacher Hugo 

Riemann, a theorist and historian (not to mention Schoenberg). Reger seemed too busy 

composing and promoting his works (through concerts and publication) for this 

''inheritance of tradition" to be a burden. He had a high opinion of his work and said it 

was "well-planned and perfectly logical."'^ Although he dkln't consider himself a 

musical radical, he stood his ground and defended his "modem" style against the attacks 

of his former teacher, Riemana He was puzzled and saddened at the often poor 

reception many of his works received, but this never really discouraged him or caused 

him to cut back on his exhausting composing and concertizing schedules. His years in 

Leipzig, when he achieved his greatest renown and his music had its greatest exposure, 

were not really happy ones, even though his friend and kindred spirit Karl Straube lived 

in the same city. 

Hugjhes, Sidelights, 188. 
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Critical Evaluation 

The assessment of Reger's music by scholars and critics is decidedly mixed. The 

concert-going public of his day found his contrapuntal textures and harmonically 

adventurous style difficult to comprehend. Perfomiers and musicians seemed more 

receptive, with Karl Straube as his greatest champion. Reger often complained about the 

poor reception his works received, but his constant concertizing indicates a substantial 

and sustained demand for performances of these works. Likewise, his series of 

appointments as a composition teacher (hired, presumably, on the strength of his 

compositions), with each position increasing in stature, shows that his music found a 

warm reception in some quarters. 

In his own time, he shared the limelight of the late Romantic German music scene 

with Richard Strauss. The Expressionists thought well of him. Although some of 

Reger's melodies and fugue subjects (such as Op. 135b) featured almost all twelve tones 

presented in a motivic rather than melodic fashion, Reger never went the way of the 

atonalists or the serial composers. Schoenberg still considered him a genius, and his 

Viennese music society performed more works by Reger than any other composer. Reger 

wasn't trying to break down tonality, but his style helped Schoenberg to do so. 

The passage of time has not really enhanced Reger's position as a prominent 

composer. Many authors mention him, and books covering the cariy years of the 

twentieth century devote a substantial amount of space to discussions of his works. 

These analyses, while detailed and balanced, are rarely enthusiastic. Reger's music is 

often described as "problematic" and occasionally is attacked in rather harsh terms: 



"...his fugues lack both tonal direction and linear continuity." 

Reger is more than a footnote, or "stepchild,"'^ in this tumultuous period, but his 

reputation seems to have drifted from the center to an outer fringe. Reger^s harmonic and 

contrapuntal style sets him apart. His harmonies sound less radical today than they did to 

audiences a hundred years ago, supporting Schoenberg's contention that greater 

familiarity with more remote tonal distances leads to comprehensibility. '* Those who 

take the time to carefully study individual works by Reger should come away with a 

greater appreciation of his proflise musical imagination. 

Wilfrid Meilers, Romanticism and the Nineteenth Century rev. ed. Man and His Music 4 (London: Barrie 
& Jenkins, Ltd., 1988). 997. 

Eric Blom . Stepchildren of Music (New York: Lincoln MacVeagh/The Dial Press, 1926), 1. 
'* Amold Schoenberg, Style and Idea ed. Leonard Stein trans. Leo Black (London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 
1975), 218. 



REGER THE THEORIST 

Explanation of Analytical Notation and Techniques 

Two systems of analytical notation are employed in this document: the chord 

function notation used by Reger in the Analysis Explanations that accompany each 

modulation example in Beitriige zur Modulationslehre; and the nwre conventional 

notation of the author indicating such specific musical events as pitches, chord sonorities, 

etc. Illustrations of both systems are given below. Musical Examples in this document 

are from three sources: Max Reger: Samtliche Orgelwerke (Wiesbaden: Breitkopf & 

Haertel, 1987), abbreviated, "Max Reger: SO"'; Max Reger: Supplement to the Theory of 

Modulation, trans. John Bernhoff (Leipzig: C.F. Kahnt Nachfolger, 1904), abbreviated, 

"Max Reger: BzKf (for the original title, Beitrdge zur Modulationslehre); and Johann 

Sebastian Bach; 371 Harmonized Chorales and 69 Chorale Melodies with Figured Bass 

ed. Albert Riemenschneider (New York; G. Schirmer, 1941), abbreviated, "J.S. Bach; 

371 Chorales."^ 

System I; Reger's Analytical Notation 

Major keys are designated by upper-case letters (Musical Example 1, all chords) 

and minor keys by lower-case letters (Musical Example 2, last three chords). 

Harmonic functions are indicated by Roman numerals. All Roman numerals are 

in upper-case; the numbers themselves do not reflect chord quality. 

Chord symbols are incomplete in that chord quality (e.g.. Major, minor, 

diminished) is not indicated, as noted above. Chord inversions are indicated in several 

ways. Root position is shown by the absence of numbers following the Roman numeral 
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Musical Example I, Regcr Modulation No. 19 
Max Reger: BzM, pp. 13-14. 

19) Ck'-major. 20) Ft'-major. 

ig) ' CJ'-majoc. 
TODIC C-major; chord of the Neapolitan 

sixth (f ah dh) in C-iDajor; use this chord of 
the sixth (f ah dh), which is at the same time, 
the ist inversion of the 2nd super-dominant 

(D^'-ria/or) of Ch-niajor; dominant (GP-oiijor, 
* j) of Ch-major; tonic Ch-ma/or. 
rci, Crvgb (= Chvi), d»v;, ct'vs. j c(,[j 

(Musical Example 1, final chord) or by the numbers 5/3 following the Roman numeral 

(Musical Example I, penultimate chord). First inversion is shown by a line under the 

Roman numeral (Musical Example I, 2"^ chord, C-flat Major secondary dominant 

function) or, as in tiic case of the Neapolitan sixth, by the number 6 following the Roman 

numeral (Musical Example I, 2"^ chord, C Major Neapolitan function). Second inversion 

is usually shown by the numbers 6/4 following the Roman numeral (Musical Example 1, 

3"* chord). 

Secondary dominant chords (virtually the only secondary chords used in these 

examples) are indicated with a superscript V following the Fof the tonic (^^)( Musical 

Example 1, 2nd chord, C-flat Major function). 

Accidentals following Roman numerals indicate chromatic alterations to the third 

of the chord; in the case of the Neapolitan sbcth, the number 6 is also often followed by 
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an accidental calling for a pitch change in the note a sixth above the bass (Musical 

Example I, 2"^ chord, C Major function). 

Musical Example 2, Reger Modulation No. 23 
Max Reger: BzM, p. 15. 

2j) e-minor, 

-I-I 
24) b-minor, 

J 

r 
I I I I  I ' l l  

r 
2j) e-minor. 

Tonic C-majot; relative (a-ininor) to the toriic 
of C-raajor; use this a-minor, which also (he 
sub-dominant in e-minor. (Cadence •) 
(CI. CVI (= etV). eV*. cVr. I «• ] 

System II: Analytical Notation Used by the Author 

Specific pitches are referred to in italicized type according to the octave 

designation system illustrated in Figure I. Non-italicized upper-case letters designate 

pitch class without reference to a specific octave. 

Figure* 1, Octave Designations 
o 

CC c' 

o 
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Major keys are designated with uppcr-case letters followed by an upper-case 

"KT', and minor keys by bwer-case letters followed by a lower-case "m". Both Major 

and minor key indications are then folkiwed by a colon (e.g., GM; for the key of G 

Major; fSm: for the key of fit minor). 

Intervals arc indicated in a manner that reflects their quality and size. Perlect, 

Major, and Augmented intervals are indicated by upper-case letters folbwed by Arabic 

numbers (e.g., P4, M7, A2). Minor and diminished intervals are indicated by lower-case 

letters followed by Arabic numbers (ni3, d5). Diminished intervals may also be indicated 

by a superscript "(*5, ®7). 

Chord sonorities are designated in a manner that shows their quality (Figure 2) 

and position (Figure 3). 

Figure 2, Sample Chord Qualities 

GM G Major Triad pm p minor triad 
OMm/ 
G+ 

O Mafor triad, m/ 
G Augmented triad 

emm 
e" 

! p minor iriao, m/ 
g diminished triad 

GMM7 G Major triad. M7 
0-. 

g diminished. m7 

Figiu-e 3, Sample Sonority labels 

g ^5 f 
CM Cm CMM CMm^ CMmM^ C(M)mMPMj^ Cfiwn' Edmm^ CMm^ 

9 
7 
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Harmonic (unctions are designated by Roman numerals, with upper-case 

numerals indicating Major and Augmented triads (e.g., V7, III+), and lower-case 

numerals indicating minor and diminished triads (vi, ii'^); Arabic numbers indicate 

inversions. Additional chromatic chord (unctions are illustrated in Figure 4. 

Figure 4, Chromatic Chord Functions 

V7/V Secondary dominant seventh chord (Mm7 chord on supertonic) 
Secondary leading tone seventh chord chord on raised 
subdominant) 

N Neapolitan triad (Major triad on lowered supertonic) 
Gr6 German sixth chord (Mm sonoritv) 
It6 Italian sixth chord (Mm sonoritv) 
Fr6 French sixth chord (half-diminished supertonic seventh chord 

with a raised 3^**. in 2"^ inversion) 
NF Non-functional sonoritv 
>-3-' Third-related sonorities (adjacent Major triads with roots a M3 apart) 

Measure or bar numbers are designated by an "m" followed by an Arabic 

number (e.g., m3 ftir measure 3, or mm21-98 for measures 21 through 98). Beat numbers 

follow bar numbers, and are preceded by a period (e.g., m5.4 indicates the fourth beat of 

measure 5). If it is necessary to subdivide the beat, the beat number will be followed by a 

period and an additional number indicating the specific subdivision (e.g., m68.2.3 

indicates the third subdivision of the second beat of measure 68; this would not be 

uncommon in compound meters). 

Modulations using diatonic or chromatic pivot chords are the most common 

types of modulations seen in Reger's examples and in the organ works. "Diatonic Pivot 

Chord" refers to a chord that has a diatonic function in both the old and new keys; it is 

abbreviated ''DPC". (An a minor triad is an example of a Diatonic Pivot Chord for 

modulating from the key of CM: to GM:; it functions as a vi chord in CM: and as a ii 
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chord in GM:.) "Chromatic Pivot Chord" refers to a chord that has a chromatic function 

in either the old key or the new key, or in both keys; it is abbreviated "CPC". (An E-flat 

Major triad is an example of a Chromatic Pivot Chord for modulating from the key of 

DM: to DbM:; it functions chromatically as a Neapolitan chord in DM: and chromatically 

as a VfW in DbM;.) 

Closely-related keys are defined as keys based on diatonic Major and minor 

triads of the tonic key (e.g., am: is a closely-related key of CM:). Remote or distantly-

related keys are those which are not based on diatonic triads of the tonic key (e.g.. Ab: is 

a remote key to CM:). 

Beitrage zur Modulationslehre 

Overview and General Observations 

Max Reger's 1904 treatise Beitrage zur Modulationslehre {Supplement to the 

Theory of Modulation) is modest in scope. It presents one hundred examples of 

modulations to and from various keys, accompanied by a brief analysis of each example. 

Only a few chords (e.g., Neapolitan chords) receive slightly more extended explanations. 

The brevity and conciseness of the examples stand in sharp contrast to Reger's luxuriant 

harmonic style, which is characterized by expansive cadential passages and chord 

progressions that seem equally likely to obscure as to confirm the prevailing tonality. As 

Carl Dahlhaus observed, '\..the tonal context attains such a degree of complexity in 

such a short span of time that the listener ultimately loses the thread..."" 

Carl Dahlhaus, Nineteenth-Century Music trans. J. Bradford Robinson (Berkeley, Los Angeles; 
University of California Press, 1989), 339. 
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The theoretical aspects of music exerted a recurring influence on Reger. His own 

father wrote a theory textbook, and young Max began formal instruction at age eleven. 

Adalbert Lindner, an organist and colleague of Reger's father, gave his young student a 

thorough grounding in the "old masters" such as Mozart and dementi, but also advised 

him to concentrate on those composers whose works struck a chord with his ovm spirit.*" 

His most important study was with Hugo Riemann, the renowned scholar who wrote the 

first history of music theory. Riemann's system of functional harmony was (and 

continues to be) enormously influential. Several appointments as a Professor of 

Composition extended Reger's influence, but produced no writings on theory or the craft 

of musical composition. His own composing, performing, and teaching schedules left 

little time for writing musical essays. 

The Beitrdge zur Modulationslehrc stands alone, Reger's sole published work of a 

theoretical nature; there are few references to it, either considered in isolation or as an 

analytical or compositional guide. General discussions of Reger's works may mention it 

in passing, but the treatise itself is never the subject of an extended examination. In the 

very brief Foreword, Reger emphasizes the importance of modulation, "especially 

considering the modem style of composition." He also states that these examples show 

only the simplest principles, with other solutions possible. Enharmonic spellings are 

avoided for "clarity", even in the most remote modulations.^^ 

^"Allinger, "Max Reger," 48-49. 
Reger, Supplement, 4. 

" Ibid., 3-5. 



Summary of Traits 

All examples are short; most are between four and seven chords in length. These 

are "dry" examples with no attempt at melodic interest. 

Virtually all "new" keys (the modulation destination of the example) are 

confirmed by a V-I/i cadence, and often by a 16/4-V-I progression. 

Secondary dominants of the dominant (y/V) are common. Few other secondary 

dominants appear, and almost no diminished triads or diminished seventh chords. 

Neapolitan chords are used very frequently. The Neapolitan function may be in 

the old key, the new key, or an intermediate key (a key that is not the final key of the 

example (Musical Example 3). 

Musical Example 3, Reger Modulation No. 31 
Max Reger: BzM. pp. 17-18. 

30) cij-minor, 31) bii-minor. 

J i )  b | - m i n o r l  .  '  
Tonic C-niajor; domiaant (G-major) of C-

major; this G-major arranged as cliord of the 
sixth (b d g) is used, which is at the same time 
the chord of the Keapolitan sixth in F||-niajar; 
dominant (C|-aiajor) of Fjpmajor, which Cf-major 

. is, arranged in the ist inversion, the chord of 
the sixth (^ c^); use this chord of the sixth 

(4 s!} c§), which is at the same time the chord 
of the Keapolitan sixth in bi|-miaor. (Cadence!) 

[CI. cv (= FUrvjl;). Fi{v (= b}|rY5|). 

I bftn •• 



In the explanations that accompany each musical example, chord functions are 

frequently related to dominant (V), subdominant (IV), or submediant (vi) chords, even if 

this relationship is not the primary one and is not included in the analysis (Musical 

Example 4). 

Musical Example 4, Reger Modulation No. 2 
Max Reger: BzM, p. 6. 

2) D-major 
Tonic C-major; relative (e-minor) to the dnmi-

aanc (G-raijor) of C-rnajor; use this c-minor 

(tst iQvcrsion), which is also relative to the 

sub-dominant (G-major) of D-major. (Cadence!) 

Parallel and relative key relationships between chords are mentioned quite often. 

This is evidence of the importance Reger attaches to these relationships, similar, perhaps, 

to those cited in the preceding point. 

i) G-major, :;) D-tnajor, 

[Ct, Ctn (= DII), DV«. DV, I DI] 

Reger's Harmonic Hierarchy 

The final cadence progressions of all the examples are generally prosaic, with the 

tonic always preceded by a dominant, or dominant function (such as vii''), chord. These 
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dominants are most often preceded by supertonic chords, with subdominant chords a less 

common choice. Reger prefers altered supertonic chords, either Neapolitan chords (bll) 

or secondary dominants (V/V) over simple ii chords. 

When one considers the wide range and distant relationships covered by the one 

hundred modulations, it is not surprising that slightly over half (fifty-two) of the 

examples have more than one modulation. Thirty-six examples modulate twice, thirteen 

contain three modulations, and three modulate four times. This brings the total number 

of modulations to one hundred seventy-one, with the multiple modulation examples 

accounting for 72% of that number. Reger favors Chromatic Pivot Chord (CPC) 

modulations, with these occurring approximately 60% of the time. Given the far-ranging 

keys he explores, it is perhaps remarkable that Diatonic Pivot Chord (DPC) modulations 

occur as often as they do (roughly 40% of the time). 

Figure 5, Frequency of Certain Cadence Progressions 

Progression Occurrences 
I6/4/(i6/4)-V-I/i 29 
V-I/i 14 
N6-V-l/i 14 
ii-V-I/i 12 
V/V-V-l/i 12 
IV-vii'-I/i 4 
iii-V-I/i 3 
ii-vii°-I/i 1 
I6-V-I/i I 

The seventy-one internal modulations are worth a closer look. These new keys 

that are touched on, however briefly, are confirmed either by a ftmctional tonic chord 

(twenty-four occurrences), or just by a dominant chord (forty-seven times, almost twice 
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as often). Not surprisingly, with modulations such as those from CM; to B#M; and CM; 

to cbm;, distant keys are more common as intermediate arrival points than closely related 

ones, with tritone-related new keys by far the most frequently used. This relationship 

may be expressed functionally in the old key as either bV/bv or #iv/#IV, but accounts for 

twenty-seven (38%) of these internal key destinations. 

Neapolitan chords seem to be particularly useful to Reger. The previous 

discussion of modulations provided only a hint of this fondness. Of the one hundred one 

CPC modulations, Neapolitan pivot chords account for 80% of them (eighty-one). They 

may function as N chords in either the old key or the new one, and are often used with 

another altered supertonic chord, the secondary dominant of V (V/V). In seventeen 

examples, the pivot chord has one of these functions in the old key and the other function 

in the new key (Musical Example 5). 

Musical Example 5, Reger Modulation No. 53 
Max Reger: B:M, p.28. 

53) ^ minor, 54) ei^minor. 

53) 'a|-niinor. . . 
Tooic a-nainor; dominant £-major; 2nd super-

dominant B-major (ist inversion); use this chord 
of the sixth (dif b), which is also the chord 
of the Neapolitan sixth in a!|-niiaQr. (Cadence!) 

Lai, aVj|. aVrfi (= a-jV- | aglj 
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Reger calls this 'ihe chord of the N6'" and considers it a minor subdominant chord 

with an unprepared suspension of a m6, a suspension that does not necessarily resolve to 

the fifth of a iv chord. Reger refers to his teacher Riemann to support this interpretation. 

(Riemann recognized only three primary, non-derivative functions: I, IV, and V; he 

considered the N chord a result of melodic circumstances. This is consistent with his 

view that harmony is derived from melody.) Reger also advises doubling the root of this 

chord (the subdominant pitch), reinforcing his interpretation of it as a subdominant 

chord.*^ 

Another chord designation Reger uses is "the chord of the Dorian sixth''. The 

word "Dorian" refers to the specific note that is a M6 above the tonic in a minor key, and 

"Dorian 6"' chords are the two chords containing this note as either the third or fifth of 

the chord. In am:, for example, the Dorian note would be F#, and the two "Dorian" triads 

would be bm/ii (not the more conunon diminished triad) and DM/IV rather than the 

minor subdominant.^^ 

Augmented sixth chords may be considered conspicuous by their absence. Reger's 

desire for clarity in these short examples could be the reason he avoids them; despite their 

useftibiess in modulations, their dual functions as pivot chords requires enharmonic re-

spelling, a practice not utilized here. 

This careful examination of Beitrage zur Modulatiomlehre sheds some light on 

the dichotomy of Reger as both conservative and modem. The wide range of distantly 

related keys he explores is anything but conservative, yet his establishment of keys is 

Reger, Supplement, 8. 
" Ibid., 19. 
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quite conventional. His discussion of "the chord of the N6" and "the chord of the Dorian 

6"*'''' affirm his connection to a theoretical tradition that sought explanations for all 

musical practices. 

Reger was not seeking to establish himself as a leading theorist; his aim was to 

publish a practical work with a solid theoretical foundation. This goal was achieved. 

The fact that the treatise has fallen into obscurity does not make it any less valuable as a 

means for gaining insight into the works of an often misunderstood composer. 

Other Theoretical Teachings 

Just as Beiirage zur Modulaiionslehre stands alone as Reger's only published 

work of a purely theoretical nature, there are few references in the literature to any 

additional thoughts he may have had about theory. A notable exception is William 

passed down by his student Hermann Grabner. The Five Laws are given below. 

Newman's The Sonata Since Beethoven, which lists Reger's Five Laws of Harmony'^, as 

Everything is I, IV, or V. (This adheres strictly to Riemann's teachings.) 

Regardless of chromatic alteration, chords related by third to I, IV and V, will 

function like I, IV and V. (Reger's use of supertonic chords can thus be seen to function 

as subdominant chords.) 

Primary triads can be extended. (V/V is permissible, and can go directly to I.) 

"Any chord may connect with any other chord, except that obscure progressions 

William S. Newman, The Sonata Since Beethoven (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1969). 
440-441. 
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may require the clarification of an intervening chord." Reger is apt not to supply an 

intervening chord, or, if he did, a chromatic one. observes Newman."* (This would seem 

to "justify" any progression; it might be interesting to speculate on what Reger would 

consider an "obscure progression".) 

"Enharmony, including all spellrngs of each °7 chord, may serve to bring foreign 

keys within the orbit of the home key.""^ (This makes it clear that his compositional 

practices embrace a much wider network of tonal relationships than those suggested by 

Beitrage zur Modulationslehre.) 

Harold Truscott offers several perceptive observations on Reger's harmonic 

thinking, and considers his chords to be part of a thoroughly and carefully worked-out 

context. "Reger's hovering in seemingly unrelated keys will reveal their connection to 

the fundamental," as tonality is seen as the "exploration of one key."^* The exploration 

establishes and asserts that key. He goes on to say that".. .every closely related chord 

has its own attendant relations. .. .the handling of these in close juxtaposition has nothing 

to do with modulation, but simply throws a nimbus of light around the tonic,"^' even if 

that tonic is sensed rather than articulated. 

In Truscott's view, Reger's conception of harmony as applied to tonality can be 

distilled into two ideas; (1) the passing-phrase, which is an e.vtension of harmonic 

implication; and (2) basic harmony is maintained despite clashes. Reger's harmonic 

progressions give "the illusion of instability; [they also give] rise to many far-reaching 

" Ibid. 
Newmaa Sonata Since Beethoven, 440-441. 

" Harold Truscott, "Max Reger," Music Review 17 (1956): 137. 
Ibid., 144. 
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implications and [are] at the root of Reger's harmonic originality."^" 

Reger's own views on harmony and theor>' are of great interest when analyzing 

his music, but they probably had little effect on his overall career. His compositions are, 

of course, the last word on this thought process, the direct product of his musical persona. 

However, Beitrdge zur Modulationslehre provides a fresh perspective from which to 

study his distinctive use of harmony to explore and establish keys in his organ 

compositions. 

Ibid., 151. 



RELATING THEORY TO PERFORMANCE: 

ANALYSIS OF SELECTED ORGAN LITERATURE 

Small-Scalc Chorale-Based Works: Op. 67 

Introduction to the Collection 

The fifty-two chorale preludes of Op. 67 were composed in 1902-1903 and published in 

three volumes in 1903. The full title is, Choralvorspiele fur Orgel, Opus 67, 

Zweiundfunfzig leicht ausfuhrbare Vorspiele zu den gebrduchlichsten evangelischen 

Chordlen (Chorale Preludes for Organ, Opus 67, Fifty-two easily performed preludes to 

the most frequently sung Lutheran chorales)}^ Only about a third of the chorale preludes 

belong to specific liturgical seasons, but the remaining chorales fall easily under the 

general heading of "Christian Life."^" 

Reger's chorale preludes are wonderful examples of his use of old forms infused 

with a new harmonic style. Over one hundred of his approximately 230 organ works are 

chorale preludes, with Op. 67 being the largest collection. There are obvious connections 

between these pieces and the forty-five short chorale preludes of J.S. Bach's 

Orgelbuchlein: the use of Lutheran chorales (despite Reger's Catholic faith); a similar 

number of pieces in each collection; similarity in length; and a unity of style within each 

piece. 

The fifty-two chorale preludes can be arranged in four basic categories: (1) 

melody chorales (chorale present throughout in the Soprano, with little or no 

Michael Krentz, "Max Reger's Op. 6T' The American Organist 16, no.8 (1982): 34. 
" David Gehrenbeck, "A Liturgical Index to Max Reger's Opus 67," TTie American Organist 16. no. 12 
(1982): 50. 
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ornamentation and straightforward rhythm); (2) cantus firmus chorales (chorale presented 

in long notes, with phrases separated by interludes of varying lengths); (3) ornamented 

chorales (elaborate and expressive presentation of the chorale in the Soprano, with 

accompanying voices often using vorimitation to some extent); and (4) echo chorales 

(chorale tune presented as in a melody chorale, but with all or part of each phrase 

repeated on a softer registration). Several chorale preludes (Nos. 12,45, and 49) exhibit 

traits of more than one of these categories; only one chorale prelude (No. 51) is 

presented in canonic style.^^ One chorale prelude from each of the four categories will be 

analyzed, paying particular attention to harmonic progressions resembling those used by 

Reger in Beitrdge zur Modulationslehre. References will also be made to Bach's 

harmonizations of the chorale tunes upon which these pieces are based. 

Reger considered himself to be in close touch with Baroque traditions, but it is 

well to remember that this was Bach as viewed within a somewhat subjective Romantic 

framework.^"* Reger's fondness for the contrapuntal development of musical ideas led 

him to look to Bach and Brahms for inspiration, but he did not try to imitate them. 

Examples of the first three categories of chorale preludes are common in the 

Orgelbuchlein; while Bach often used canons, Reger adhered strictly to this style in only 

one Op. 67 work (No. 51). An excellent example of an echo chorale is Op. 122. No. 11, 

by Johannes Brahms, O Welt, ich muss dich lassen (which actually has a poignant double 

echo for each phrase). 

The four Op. 67 chorale preludes will be examined in considerable detail. Their 

" Krentz, "Reger's Op. 67," 34-36. 
Dahlhaus, Nineteenth Century, 26. 
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brevity and conciseness allow for great clarity when studied and compared with Reger's 

practices as seen in examples from Beitrdge zur Modulationslehre. The harmonic 

progressions of these chorale preludes are not terribly adventurous, and genuine 

modulations leading to prolonged sections in new keys seldom occur; some passages are 

tonally ambiguous, but within an overall conservative tonal context. The length and 

harmonic progressions of the four examples adhere rather closely to the Bach chorale 

settings in the i7/ Harmonized Chorales. This is logical, given Reger's reverence for the 

great master, but is also a little unexpected, given the rich harmonies in which he so often 

indulged. 

Analysis of an Echo Chorale: Seelenbrautigam 

(Please refer to Musical Examples 6 and 7 for analysis of the Reger chorale 

prelude and the Bach harmonization.) 

Seelenbrautigam is an echo chorale, with the last few notes of each phrase 

repeated on a softer registration. In the principal presentation, the chorale appears in the 

Tenor, but moves to the Soprano for the repeat (Musical Example 6). The variety of 

chord (unctions is conservative, as is Reger's adherence to the basic harmonic movement 

of each phrase of the Bach harmonization (Figure 6). 

Bach's harmonization of this chorale is also conservative; with the exception of 

the secondary dominants that conclude Phrase 4, all other chord functions are I, IV, V, or 

vi in the tonic key of AM: (Musical Example 7). The harmonic palette of the chorale 

prelude is enriched by numerous secondary chords (ml.3.3: vii^ of the following 

BM chord) and a few other chromatic chords as well (ml2.1: FM= bVI in AM;); Phrase 3 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Bach's and Reger's Chorale Harmonizations 

Bach 
Phrase 1: 1-V (mml-2.2) 

Reeer 
1-V fmml-3.2^ 

Phrase 2: vi-I fnin[i2.3-3) lV-1 rmfn3.3-5) 
Phrase 3: I-V (mm4-6.2> 1-V ('mm6-9.2) 
Phrase 4: vi-V/vi Cmm6.3-8) vi-V/vi fmm9.3-12) 
Phrase 5: vi-V (mm9-l0.2) 1-V rniml3-15.2^ 
Phrase 6: vi-I rmmlO.3-11) lV-1 ^mml5.3-l7) 

even hints at several sequences in mm6-7. Reger's practice of harmonizing the same 

melody differently at each appearance is seen in only a few places, such as the echoes of 

the first phrase (mml-3.2; echo, m2.3-3.2) and the fourth phrase (mm9.3-12; echo, ml2). 

The emphasis on the submediant key (the relative minor, fi¥m:) is prominent in 

both the harmonization and the chorale prelude. Bach waits until the final three phrases 

to give this shift any prominence. After the half cadence on a C#M chord fV in fi^m:) in 

m8, he does not remain in that key area. Even though the fmal two phrases begin with 

iWm chords, they are diatonic in the tonic AM: and are surrounded by tonic and dominant 

chords in AM:. Reger makes his move earlier, with fi^m: being an important key area in 

Phrases 2, 3, and 4 before his return to AM: in Phrases 5 and 6. 

The beginning of Phrase 2 hints at f^m: with its first five chords, but doesn't stay 

there. Reger starts the phrase with a subdominant chord (DM, m3.3) that quickly 

becomes a secondary dominant (DMm6/5, m3.3.3) to the GM chord in m3.4. This GM 

chord is very interesting in that it could be interpreted simply as a bVII in AM: (not a 

very common ftinction), or as a N6 in the vi key (f#m:). Reger frequently uses the N6 

chord in his modulation examples, and he has already hinted at the submediant key in 
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Musical Example 6, Seelenbrautigam, Op. 67, No. 35 
Max Reger: SO, V.7. pp.72-73. 

37 Seelenbrautigam 

Ziemllch langsam (dcchnie whleppenJ) 

1 

qusii f 

qua%i / 
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Musical Example 6, Seelenbrdutigam, Op. 67. No. 35 
Max Reger; SO, V.7, pp.72-73. 



Musical Example 6, Seelenbrautigam, Op. 67, No. 35: Analysis. 

Phrase I 

ml.l 1.2 1.3 1.3.3 1.4 2.1 22 2.3 2.2.3 2.4 3.1 3.2 
AM BMm? c#ni a#*7 BMm7 EM BM EM e#®7 f»m bm EM 

AM; I V7fV iii viH/ WlfW V V/V V vii®7/vi vi ii V 
(EM: V ii vii'7/V V7 I VI) 

Phrase 2 

m3.3 3.3.3 3.4 4.1 4.1.3 4.2 4.2.3 4.3 5.1 1 5.1.2 5.1.3 5.2.1 5.2.3 5.3 
DM DMm7 GM C#M fWm BMin7 EMin7 AM d#*7 (Wm BMm7 EMm7 AM 

AM: IV V7/IV VII V/vi vi V7/V V7 I vi/lfW iii vi V/V V7 I 
(fWm: V/N N V i) 

Phrase 3 

m6.1 6.1.3 6.2 6.3 6.3.3 6.4 7.1 7.1.2 7.1.3 7.2.1 7.2.2 7.2.3 7.3.1 7.3.2 7.3.3 
AM AMm7 DM c#m F#Mm7 GM C#M f?#ni BM g#in EM C#M C#M 

AM: I V7/IV IV iii V7/ii VII V/vi vi VA/ - V V/vi vi V/vi vi 
(fSm: N V I IV ii VII V i V i 

m 7.4.2 7.4.3 8.1 8.2 8.3 8.4.1 8.4.2 8.4.3 9.1.1 9.1.2 9.1.3 9.2 
C#M fffm BM EM AM C#M f»in C#Mm7 BMin7 EM BM EM 

AM; V/vi vi V/V V I V/vi vi V7/vi V7/V V V/V V 
V i) 

Phrase 4 

m9.3.1 9.4.1 9.4.3 10.1.1 10.1.2 10.2.1 10.2.3 10.3 10.4 11.1 11.2 11.3 11.3.3 11.4 12.1 
fSm g#m EM cm btn EM AM C#M ftm BM EM c#m EM FMw^i 

AM; vi - V V/vi vi II V I V/vi vi V/V V iii V bVl 
(Wm: i ii Vll V i iv VII III V i IV VII V VII -

nil22 12.3.1 12.3.2 12.3.3 12.4 
AM cm C#M G#M C#M 

AM: I - V/vi - V/vi 
(f#m: III V/V V V/V V) 

Phrase 5 and Phrase 6: See Phrases I and 2, above. 



Musical Example 7. Seelcn-Brdulif^am 
J.S Bach; 37/ Cfu^rtiJes, p.'i3. No. 141. 
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ffl. 

S^len -Brmali^^ 

t n j  J 

Musical Kxample 7. Seclen-Brautigam, Chorale Harmonization: Analysis. 

ml.l 1.3 1.4 2.1 2.3 2.4 3.1 3.2 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4.1 4.4.2 5.1 S.2 5.3 
AM EM AM EM f»in EM AM EM AM AM DM AM DM EMm7 AM EM AM 

AM; I V I V vi V I V I I IV I [V V7 I V I 

m6.l 6.3 6.4 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 8.1 8.3 9.1 9.2 9.3 9.4 10.1 10.3 10.4 
EM Pfm EM AM EM f»m C«M Stm CUM AM EM AM EM f?#in EM 

AM; V vi V IV vi V/vi vi V/vi vi I V 1 V vi V 

mH.l n.2 11.3 
AM EM AM 

AM; I V I 

Phrase 1 with a secondary seventh chord (m2.3.3-2.4: e#"7-fi^ra= vii^7/vi-vi in AM;). 

The GM-C#M-lWm chords of mm3.4-3.1 thus resuh in a N6-V-i progression (the last 

position of the GM chord is first inversion, the most common position for N chords). 

Phrase 3 repeats this progression (mm6.4-7.1.2), but continues on in Wm: 



throughout m7, concluding with three successive V-i progressions (mm?.2.3-7.4). The 

overall tonality of AM: is still felt in this phrase; it begins with a tonic chord and does not 

end in but with a half cadence in AM:. The echo (nim8.3-9.2) is a bit of a 

truncation of the important harmonies of the principal presentation, and although it has 

one C#M-f#m progression, the cadence progression of V6/5/V-V-V/V-V in AM: only 

reaffirms that key as the tonic. 

The key of fi^m: seems finally to have asserted itself in Phrase 4. which begins 

with an fi^^m chord (m9.3) and ends with what appears to be a half cadence in that key in 

ml 2 (G#M-C#M= V/V-W in fWm:). The echo is the most interesting part of this phrase. 

Since the last two phrases (mml3-l7) are a virtual repetition of the first two phrases, this 

last short section preceding that repeat gives Reger a chance to explore the most far-

ranging harmonies of the chorale prelude. The echo begins with an FM chord (ml2.1) 

and, despite Reger's habit of using N chords in modulations (FM is the N chord in EM:, 

the dominant key), there is no reason to give it that Unction here. It is a bVI chord with a 

third relation to the tonic chord that follows it. The measure concludes with two G#M-

C#M progressions. There is, then, some ambiguity in this entire phrase (mm9.3-12), 

something that is not uncommon in cbsely related keys (AM: and fWm: in this case). The 

half cadence in AM: in mil, followed by the bVI (a deceptive progression, although not 

a cadential one in this case) points to the tonic. However, no V-1 progression in AM: is 

present except in the sequence of mlO.2.3-10.3.1. The importance of the submediant key 

area is obvious, especially given the G#M-C#M progressions that end this phrase. The 

G#M chord is a secondary dominant in fUm:, making it one more step removed from the 



overall tonic of AM:. 

Reger's harmonization of this chorale prelude, while conservative, is typical of 

his style, with its frequent shifts away from the established tonic to new key areas, its 

confirmation of those new key areas with V-i progressions, and the appearance, albeit 

brief, of a N chord (Phrases 2 and 3), and some tonal ambiguity. 

Analysis of a Melody Chorale: O Lamm Gottes, unschuldig 

(Please refer to Musical Examples 8 and 9 for analysis of the Reger chorale 

prelude and the Bach harmonization.) 

This straightforward setting (Musical Example 8) departs from those of Bach in 

this style; most of Bach's melody chorale preludes in the Orgelbiichlein possess a very 

tight motlvlc construction that is lacking in Reger's piece. The /IS figure, usually with 

stepwise motion, provides a kind of unity; this, too, may be drawn from Bach (Musical 

Example 9), who uses this figure several times in his harmonization (ml.3, Tenor; m3.3, 

Alto; mlO, Bass). Reger's harmonies closely parallel those of Bach once again, with all 

the phrases of both works cadencing on the same chords (with the 16/4 in m2 of Reger's 

harmonization assuming a dominant function) (Figure 7). 

Figure 7, Comparison of Bach's and Reger's Chorale Harmonizations 

Phrase 1 
Bach 
I-V rmml-2.3) 

Reger 
M6/4fml-2.3) 

Phrase 2 ili-I (nnm2.4-4.3) V4/3-I fmm2.4-4.3) 
Phrase 3 (same as Phrase 1) IV-V (mm4.4-6.3) 
Phrase 4 (same as Phrase 2) vii°7/IV-I (mm6.4-8.3) 
Phrase 5 I-V (mm4.4-6.3> l-V (mm8.4-10.3) 
Phrase 6 V6/5/IV-V/U (mm6.4-8.3^ V4/3/ii-V/ii fmmlO.4-12.3 
Phrase 7 ii-I rmm8.4- in VA^-I fnunl2.4-15) 
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Musical Example 8, O Lamm Gottes, unschuldig. Op. 67. No. 33 
Max Reger: SO, V.7, p 68. 

33 O Lamm Gottes, unschuldig 
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Musical Example 8, O Lamm Gottes, unschuldig, Op. 67, No. 33: Analysis. 

Phrase I 

niO.4 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 1.1.4 1.2 1.3.I 1.3.3 1.4 2.1 2.2 2.3 
•T," FMm7 FM (FMm7) BbM bbm F6 CM CMm7 FM BbM GMm6/5 FM6/4 

FM: V7/IV I V7/IV IV iv I V V7 I IV \6ISI\ 16/4 

Phrase 2 

in2.4 3.1.1 3.1.3 3.2.1 3.2.3 3.3.1 3.3.3 3.4.1 3.4.3 4.1.1 4.2.1 4.2.3 4.3 
CMm dm BbM am e° FM AMm BbM DMm7 GMm7 amm CMm7 FM 

FM: V4/3 vi FV iii vii° I V/y^ IV^ V7/-* WlfW iii V7 I 

Phrase 3 

m4.4 5.1 5.2.1 5.2.3 5.3.1 5.3.3 5.4 6.1 6.2.1 6.2.3 6.3.1 
BbM FM (f7 GMm CM CMm FM DMm7 CM GMm7 CM 

FM: IV I i/lfW V/V V VI V7/—^ Wl\ yil\ V 

Phrase 4 

m6.3.3 6.4 7.1 7.2.1 7.2.2 7.3.1 7.3.3 7.4.1 7.4.3 7.4.4 8.1 8.2.1 8.2.3 8.3.1 
CMm BbMm7 EbM EbMM7 AMm7 dm6 BbM DM DMm7 GMra7 amm CMm7 FM 

FM;V vii*'7/IV V7/-> (bVII) (bVII7) V/vi vi IV V/.^^V7^^V7V iii V7 1 

Phrase 5 

m8.3.3 8.4.1 8.4.2 9.1 9.2.1 9.2.3 9.3.1 9.3.3 9.4.1 9.4.3 9.4.4 lO.l.l 10.1.3 10.2 10.3 
BbM FM6 b"7 AM ft" DMm gm GMm CM c»^l AMm dm Snin GM CM 

FM: IV 16 - V/^^^vii^i^V/ii ii V/V V vii"7/vi V/vi vi vi V/V V 

Phrase 6 

mlO.4.1 10.4.3 11.1.1 11.1.2 11.2 11.3 11.4.3 12.1.1 12.1.3 12.2.1 12.2.3 12.3.1 12.3.3 
DMm ft® CM CMm FM BbM e^7 FM ftm"7 gm cm AMm DMm 

FM:V/ vii^/ii V V7 I IV \vfl I vii°7/ii ii v Wll^WI'9' 

Phrase 7 

mI2.4.1 12.4.3 12.4.4 13.11 13.1.3 13.2.1 13.2.3 13.3.1 13.3.3 13.4.1 13 4.3 14.1.1 14.1.3 
GM dmm GMm CM6 e°7 AMm dm EbM gmm ft"7 gm amm a®7 

FM: V/V vi V/V V6 vii°7 V/vi vi bVII ii vii''7/ii ii iii vii*'7/IV 

ml4.2.1 14.2.3 14.3 15.1.1 15.1.3 15.2.1 15.2.3 15.2.4 15.3 15.4 
BbM ?7 CM BbM cm gm FM bbm CMm7 FM 

FM: IV y/ifirV V IV v ii I iv V7 I 
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Musical Example 9, O Lamm Goties, unschuldig 
J.S. Bach; J7/ Chorcdes, p.38. No. 165. 

Musical Example 9, O Lamm Gotics, unschuldig: Analysis. 

mO.4 1.1.1 l.t.3 1.2 1.3 1.4.1 1.4.3 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 
FM FM6 FMm BbM CMm FM6 CM6/4 dmm7 GMm7 CM am dm CM6 FM BbM 

FM; I 16 V/IV IV V7 16 V6/4 vi? V7/V V iii vi V6 I IV 

014.1 4.3 4.4 S.l 5.2 5.3 5.4 6.1.1 6.1.2 6.2.1 6.2.2 6.3 6.4 7.1.1 7 1.2 7.2 
CM FM FM FM dm GMm AM dm dmm GMm CM FMm BbM ^ FM 

FM; V I I I vi VA/ V/vi vi V vi Wf\ V V/IV IV vii* I 

m7.3 7.4.1 7.4.2 8.1.1 8.1.2 8.2 8.3 8.4.1 8.4.2 9.1 9.2 9.3 9.4 10.1 10.2 10.3 
CM6 FM BbM FM Sfl gm DM gm GMm CMm dm CM6 FM FM dm gmm 

FM: VI IV I vi?'7/ii ii V/ii 11 V/V V7 vi V I 16 vi ii 

inlO.4 II 
CMm7 FM 

FM; V7 I 

Reger follows Bach's lead in his use of secondary chords and key area shifts. The 

early chromatic chords in the chorale harmonization are numerous secondary dominants 



and one secondary diminished seventh chord (m8.1.2). These chord (unctions are 

momentary events and do not point to any signiflcant icey change; the one exception 

might be the end of the sixth phrase and the beginning of the fmai phrase (m8.1.2-8.4. i). 

This progression has a strong emphasis on the supertonic area; fi^°7-gm-DM-gm6= vii"?-

i-V-i in gm:. However, the and DM chords can still be seen merely as secondary 

chords of the diatonic gm chords. Bach immediately returns to an FM: feeling in 

mm6.4.2-9 with an unambiguous progression in the tonic: V6/5/V-V7-vi-V6-I. Reger 

uses many more secondary dominants and secondary sevenths, but only one other 

chromatic chord (EbM, m7.2 and ml 3.3), a bVII. Like Bach, the vast majority of these 

are nothing more than secondary chords, even when two different secondary functions 

are related to the same diatonic chord, as in the first part of Phrase 6 (mm9-l0.3). The 

vii®7/ii-V4/2/ii-ii progression (m9.2-9.3.1) and the vii''7/vi-V6/5/vi-vi progression 

(mm9.4.2-10.1) both lack the strength of a repeated V-i-V-i cadence, or even vii*'7-i-V-i. 

in the supertonic or submediant keys. 

The interesting cadence on a DM chord that ends Phrase 6 basically follows 

Bach, with some emphasis on gm/GM, but the intervening chords (em, AM), while 

functioning logically in gm:, do not really establish that key as a destination. Reger 

varies from Bach again in the final phrase; Bach uses only diatonic harmony (mm9-l 1), 

whereas Reger continues his cascade of secondary chords. The fmal cadence of the piece 

(ml 5) is an extended resolution of the BbM6/4 (IV6/4) chord to the tonic on the last beat. 

The Alto and Tenor voices move in parallel 6ths, and give just the slightest hint of a 

parallel minor inflection; the eb of ml 5.1.2 and the db of ml 5.2.4 suggest cm (v) and 



bbm (iv) chords thai enrich the cadence before the concluding V7-I progression. 

Although Reger limits his choice of chromatic chords in this piece, he places no 

restrictions on the frequency of their usage. Despite the lack of any real modulation, the 

V-I/i movement of the ubiquitous secondary dominants demonstrates Reger's practice of 

using the most common of progressions to establish a tonic that could lake Ihe piece into 

a new key. The fact that he chooses not to do so here has everything lo do with his 

reverence for Bach, and the scope of this chorale prelude. 

.Analysis of an Ornamented Chorale: Machs mit mil, Gott. nach deiner Gut \ 

Op. 67. No. 25 

(Please refer to Musical Examples 10 and 11 for analysis of the Reger chorale 

prelude and the Bach chorale harmonization.) 

Reger's Op. 67 contains only three ornamented chorale preludes, far fewer than 

the number of cantus firmus compositions in the collection. Although the Soprano 

melody of this example is flowing and expressive, Reger doesn't seem to have a special 

affmily for this type of chorale presentation (Musical Example 10). 

Bach's chorale harmonization has a strong shift to the dominant in mm3-4 

(Musical Example II). Phrase 3 is entirely in the tonic, although the half cadence on an 

AM chord is preceded by a g#*'? (vii''7A'^) (m6.2-6.3). The harmonization is remarkably 

diatonic, with only a handful of secondary chords. 

Reger's setting begins with a kind of vorimitation, with each accompanying voice 

entering on successive notes of the tonic chord (Tenor eb, root; Bass G, third; Alto bb. 
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fifth) with melodic material based on the opening chorale phrase (Musical Example 10. 

mmO.4-1.2). This opening technique does not carry through the whole composition, since 

the melody is always present after it enters in m2. The pedal is, for the most part, a 

walking eighth-note foundation; the accompaniment maintains a sixteenth-note flow, 

with occasional help from the melody in keeping the rhythm moving. The slow tempo 

allows for harmonic changes every eighth note, and sometimes every sixteenth note 

(Musical Example 10, Analysis 1). 

As in O Lamm Gotles. Op. 67, No. 33, most chromatic chords are secondary 

dominants, but here Reger ventures a little further from the tonic. The cadences of the 

first three phrases emphasize the dominant (Figure 8); in Phrases 1. 3 and 5, Reger is 

not content with a simple BbM chord, but enriches the progression with an FM chord 

(WfV in EbM;) (Musical Example 10, Analysis 2). The Bach harmonization simply 

repeats the fu-st two phrases whereas Reger continues on with new material for the 

chorale phrase repetition. This, plus the opening accompaniment measures, accounts for 

the longer length of the chorale prelude. 

Reger gives considerable importance to the BbM harmony, but never really 

modulates to the dominant. Short passages can be convincingly analyzed in BbM:, but 

lack the confirmation of repeated V-I cadences. One such passage is in m3 (Musical 

Example 10, Analysis 3). Even though the EbM chord (ni3.3.3) is a subdominant in 

BbM:, its position between two dominant-function chords (VA^ and vii®) takes some of 

the finality out of the progression. Likewise, in m5, Reger does not have two successive 

V-I cadences in BbM;; he instead places a mediant chord, not a tonic chord, between the 
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Musical Example 10, Machs mil mir, GoU, nach deiner GutOp. 67. Mo. 25 
Max Regcr: SO, V. 7, pp.58-59. 

25 Mjchs mit mir, Gott, nach deiner Giit 

Zlemlich lanesam 

II 8'P 

rr̂  I 3 r=n. 

r - 1  

pp 

PP 



Musical Example 10, Machs mit mir, Gott, nach deiner Giit', Op. 67, No. 25 
Max Reger; SO, V. 7, pp. 58-59. 
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Musical Example 10, Machs mit mir. Gott, nach deiner GtitOp. 67. No. 25: Analysis 1. 

mO.4 I.I 1.2,1 1.2.3 1.2.4 1.3.1 1.3.3 1.4.1 1.4.2 1.4.3 1.4.4 
EbM gm BbM gm EbM6 FM6 b° cm EbMm AbMM7 fm6 

EbM: I iii V iii 16 V/V vii"/vi vi V/IV IV7 vi6 

Musical Example 10, Machs mit mir, Gott, nach deiner Gut', Op. 67, No. 25: Analysis 2. 

in3.2.l 3.2.3 3.3.1 m7.2.1 7.2.3 7.3.1 ml 1.2.1 11.2.2 11.2.3 11.3.1 
BbMm7 CMm7 FM BbMm6/5 CMm6/5 FM gm6 BbMm7 CMm7 FM 

EbM; V7 V7/V/V V6/5 V6/5/-^ V/V iii6 V7 V7/->VA^ 

Musical Example 10, Machs mit mir, Gott, nach deiner GutOp. 67, No. 25: Analysis 3. 

m3.1.1 3.1.4 3.2.1 3.2.3 3.3.1 3.3.2 3.3.3 3.3.4 3.4 I 
fin bbtnm BbMm7 CMm7 FM dm6 EbM a" BbM 

EbM; ii v V7 V7/-» V/V - I vii®/V V 
BbM; V i I V7/V-»' V iii6 [V vii" I 

Musical Example 10, Machs mit mir, Gott, nach deiner Gut', Op. 67, No. 25: Analysis 4. 

m5.2.1 S.2.3 5.2.4 5.3.1 
FMm7 dm6 FMm7 BbM 

BbM: V7 iii6 V7 I 

Musical Example 10, Machs mit mir, Gott, nach deiner GiitOp. 67, No. 25: Analysis 5. 

mll.3.3 11.3.4 11.4.1 11.4.2 11.4.3 12.1 12.2 12.3.1 12.3.3 12.3.4 12.4.1 12.4.2 
EbM a''6 BbM6 b''7 cm GMm7 cm abm6 FbMm BbFr6 BbMm7 gm 

EbM: I vii"A' V6 vii"7/vi vi V7/vi vi iv6 N(?) Fr6/I V7 iii 

ml2.4.3 13.1.1 13.1.3 13.2.1 13.2.3 13.3 
AbM FMm6/5 GMm6/5 cm BbM EbM 

EbM; IV V6/5/V V6/5/vi vi V I 

Figure 8, Comparison of Bach's and Reger's Chorale Hannonizations 

Bach 
Phrase 1: l-V (niml-2.3) 

Reger 
I-VA^ (ml-3.3> 

Phrase 2: V-AM:I (nim2.4-4.3) I-V(mm3.4-5.3) 
Phrase 3: (same as Phrase 1) vi-V/V (mm5.4-7.3) 
Phrase 4: (same as Phrase 2) V-V (mm7.4-9.3> 
Phrase 5: V-V (mni4.4-6.3) t-V/V(mm9.4-11.3) 
Phrase 6: iii-I (0^6.4-8) I-l (mml 1.4-13^ 



Musical Example 1 i, Machs mil mir, Gott. nach deiner Giit' 
J.S. Bach; 371 Chorales^ p.11, No. 44. 

Macb's mit mir. Gott, nftch deiner Giit' 

Musical Example 11, X f a c h s  m i t  m i r ,  G o t t ,  n a c h  d e i n e r  G i i t Analysis. 

mO.4 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 3.1.1 3.1.3 3.2 3.3 3.4 
DM DM GM6 AM6 DM em DM6 AM AM bm AM EMm6/5 AM 

DM: I I IV6 V6 1 ii 16 V V vi vii®/V V V6/5A^ V 
(AM; ii vii® I V6/5 I 

m4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 S.I 5.2.1 5.2.3 5.3 5.4 6.1 6.2.1 6.2_3 6.3 6.4 
boun? EMm? AM AM DM cli% (fSmni7) GM BMni6/5 em DM6 g#"? AM~Rm 

DM; V I vi?'6 (iii?) IV V6/5/ii ii 16 vii»7A' V iit 
(AM :ii7 V7 I I) 

mT.l.l 7.1.3 7.2 7.3 7.4 8.1 8.2 8.3 
bm AMm6/5 DM ^m GM6 DM6/4 AM DM 

DM; vi V6/5 1 ii6 IV6 16/4 V I 
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two V7 chords: V7-iii-V7-I in BbM: (Musical Example 10, Analysis 4). Both this 

cadence and the one in m9 have V-I progressions in BbM:, but both quickly return to 

EbM: harmonies. The frequent use of secondary dominants continues all the way 

through the final phrase (mm 11.3.2-13, Musical Example 10, Analysis 5). The 

appearance of two Cbs and an Fb in ml2 creates some interesting harmonies that could 

be interpreted as augmented 6"' chords (ml2.3.3, Gr6; ml2.3.4. Fr6), but they resolve 

neither to the dominant nor to the tonic (although their spellings could resolve the A6 

interval to Eb pitches). The FbMm7 chord on ml 2.3.3 more closely resembles a 

Neapolitan chord, with a m7 instead of the usual M7. 

Although Reger hints briefly at the dominant, a change to that key is never made. 

With the presence of so many secondary dominants and secondary leading-tone chords in 

the piece, there is not a very strong case for interpreting even those few short 

progressions in BbM; rather than EbM;. Once again, Reger enriches a basically diatonic 

setting with closely-related chromatic chords. 

Analysis of a Cantus Firmus Chorale: Es ist das Heil uns kommen her. Op. 67, No. 10 

(Please refer to Music Examples 12 and 13 for analysis of the Reger chorale 

prelude and the Bach chorale harmonization.) 

Op. 67 contains more chorale preludes of this type than of any other category; 

this particular setting also shows Reger's deep debt to Bach. The rising sixteenth-note 

accompaniment figure is present throughout the piece, sometimes inverted and 

sometimes augmented (in the pedal). This gives the whole chorale prelude a strength 
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and unity that is common in Bach's organo plena works in this style. Reger even 

manages to work in the first few notes of a canon (mml6-17, between Soprano and Bass. 

Musical Example 12), a compositional device favored by Bach, but one not used that 

often by Reger in this collection. 

Figure 9, Comparison of Bach's and Reger's Chorale Harmonizations 

Phrase 1 
Bach 
I-IV (mml-2.3) 

Reger 
I-[V (mml-3.3) 

Phrase 2 V-V (mm2.4^.3) ii-V (mm3.4-6.3) 
Phrase 3 (same as Phrase 1) I-ii (mm6.4-9.3) 
Phrase 4 (same as Phrase 2) ii-V (mm9.4-12.3) 
Phrase 5 I-V (•mm4.4-6.3'> iii-V (mml2.4-15.3^ 
Phrase 6 l-VirV/ii) rmm6.4-8.3) I-VKV/ii) rmml5.4-l8.3) 
Phrase 7 l-I fmm8.4-IO) V/vi-I (mml8.4-22) 

Although the overall feel of this chorale prelude makes it resemble Bach more 

closely than the previous three examples, its harmonic scheme makes the greatest 

departure from the great Baroque master. Even a quick glance at the comparison of 

harmonic movement within phrases (Figure 9) makes it clear that Reger is more 

adventurous here. 

The most notable change from Bach is Reger's emphasis on the subdominant. 

Bach does this early on (mm 1-2, Musical Example 13), as does Reger, but never returns 

to it. Reger, on the other hand, doesn't really modulate to AbM: (except perhaps in the 

chords leading up to the cadence in m3) (Musical Example 12, Analysis 1), yet keeps 

bringing in the Db throughout the chorale prelude. The chords thus altered, usually the 

minor dominant (bbm) or bVII in EbM:, have a stronger context as part of an AbM: 

progression, and serve to keep any tonal change pointed in that direction. The opening 



Musical Example 12, Es ist das Heil uns kommen her. Op. 67, No. 10 
Max Reger: SO, V.7, pp.28-29. 

10 Es ist das Heil uns kommen her 
(Sei Lob und Ehr dem hochstcn Gut) 

Bewegt 
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Musical Example 12, Es ist das Hcil uns kommen her. Op. 67, No. 10 
Max Reger: SO, V. 7, pp.28-29. 

iempre j creictndo 

r y r r ll-V ' i » g j j — ^  
seitpre f e poco a poco crescendo 
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Musical Example 12, Es ist das Heil uns kommen her. Op. 67, No. iO: Analysis 1. 

m2 l 2.2 2.3 2.4.1 2.4.3 3.1 3.2.1 3.2.3 3.3 
cmoi? BbM6 EbM DbM6 EbMin6/5 AbM6 bbin6 EbM AbM 

EbM; vi7 IV6 I bVII V/IV IV6 v6 I IV 
(AbM: IV6 V6/5 16 ii6 V 0 

Musical Example 12, Es ist das Heil uns kommen her. Op. 67, No. 10: Analysis 2. 

mll.l 21J.3 21.3.1 21.3.3 21.3.4 21.4.1 21.4.3 22.1.1 22.1.3 22.2 22.3.1 
Fmm? BbMmV DbM 

EbM; V7/V V7 bVIl 
(AbM: IV 

g" AbM6 EbMni4/3 abm 
vii^/lV IV6 V4/3/iv iv 
vii® 16 V4/3 i 

a"? DbM6 cbnun? AbMM7 
vii'e/S/ bVlI6 i7 IV7 

vii°6/5/lV IV6 v7 17 

m22.3.3 22.4 
abm EbM 

EbM: iv I 
(AbM: i) 

Musical Example 12, Es ist das Heil uns kommen her. Op. 67, No. 10: Analysis 3. 

ml9.1 19.2 19.3 19.4.1 19.4.3 20.1.1 20.1.3 20.2.1 20.2.3 20.3.1 20.3.3 20.41 
cm fin BbM GM6 cin FMra7 BbM AbMm6/5 DbM GMm7 cm6 DbM6 

EbM: vi ii V V6/vi vi \1N V V6/5/ bVll V7/vi vi6 bVll6 
(cm: V6/5/N N V7 i6 N6 

m20.4.3 
GMm 

EbM: V/vi 
(cm: V) 

Musical Example 13, Es ist das Heil uns kommen her 
J.S. Bach: 371 Chorales, p.2. No. 4. 

Es ist 4as U«il uns kommea her 

4 .  



Musical Example 13. Es ist das Heil uns kommen her: Analysis. 

mO.4 I.l 1.2 1.3 1.4.1 1.4.3 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 
EM BM6 BMm? EM DM g#*7 AM EMm7 AM BM6 EM EM6 c#in F«M 

EM: I V6 V7 I bVII vii*7^V IV V7/IV IV V6 I 16 vi \l\ 

m4.l 4.2 4.3 4.4 5.1.1 5.1.3 5.2 5.3 5.4 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 7.1 7.2 
BM6 F#Mm7 BM EM c#m a#*'6 BM6 F#M BM EM F#M BM EM EM6 EM 

EM; V6 V7/V V I vi vii°6A' V6 V/V V I V/V V 1 16 I 
(BM; 16 V7 I IV ii vii"6 16 V I IV V I IV) 

m7.3 7.4 8.1 8.2 8.3 8.4 9.1 9.2 9.3 9.4 10.1 10.2 10.3 
AM c#m e#''7 C#M EM BM AM6 EM BM F#M BM EM 

EM; IV vi vii°7/ii ii V/ii I V IV6 I V V/V V I 

and closing phrases show this best (Musical Example 12, Analysis 1 and Musical 

Example 12, Analysis 2), particularly the final phrase, with its abm and ebm chords. The 

piece ends with a plagal cadence in EbM;, iv-I, which follows a progression that can be 

analyzed as IV-v-I/i in abm:. 

The Bach harmonization has a strong move to the dominant in mm3-6 (Musical 

Example 13) and a very brief emphasis on the supertonic in m8. Reger chooses not to 

follow Bach in this, although several phrases end with dominant chords; these chords are 

still dominants, not new tonics. There is some emphasis on the relative minor (cm:), 

including a cadence on a GM chord in ml 8. The following two measures reinforce this 

emphasis with a more extended progression in which the DbM chords function as N 

chords in cm: and two additional GM chords act as dominants (Musical Example 12, 

Analysis 3). Reger's use of secondary chords is not quite as frequent as in O Lamm 

Gottes and Machs mit mir, but there are more secondary seventh chords than secondary 

dominants. His fondness for the Neapolitan chord is seen again, although here it is the N 

chord in the relative minor (cm:). 
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The foui chorale preludes do not really explore many keys, and no distant ones at 

that. Whatever modulations (or key area shifts) there are. their close relation to the tonic 

results in Diatonic Pivot Chords rather than chromatic ones; indeed, only a few passages 

seem to require a key change to give the chord progressions greater functional clarity. 

These pieces have been examined in some detail because they, like the examples 

in Beitrage zur Modulationslehre, are modest in scope. The influence of Bach's 

Orgelbuchlein is clear at every turn, strengthening Reger's ties to tradition. The brevity 

of the chorale preludes does not diminish their stature as music or as analytical subjects, 

nor does their limited range of chromatic chords prevent them from providing a glimpse 

into Reger's thoroughly Romantic harmonic style. 

A Large-Scale Chorale-Based Work: Halleluja! Gott zu loben bleibe meine Seelenfreud! 

Op. 52, No. 3 

General Comments on Reger's Chorale Fantasies 

The seven chorale fantasies were composed during Reger's three years in Weiden 

(1898-1901). This period of unparalleled compositional activity resulted in many works 

in a variety of musical media, but the organ works were some of the most important. The 

chorale fantasies Ein feste Burg isi unset Gott. Op. 27, and Freu dich sehr, o meine Seele, 

Op. 30, were completed within a few months after his return, with the two Op. 40 works, 

fVie schon leucht' uns der Morgenstern and Straf mich mil deinem Zorn, following the 

next year. The last three pieces in this genre (Alle Menschen mussen sterben, Wachet auf, 

ruft uns die Stimme, and Halleluja! Gott zu loben bleibe meine Seelenfreud!) were 



completed in the fall of 1900 and premiered by Karl Straube (all in different venues) in 

1901. Like the chorale preludes of Op. 67, the Lutheran chorales upon which these 

works were based were well-known at the time. Most of the tunes can still be found in 

Lutheran hymnals, but only three (fF/e schon leucht' and Wachet auf, both from the 

Advent/Christmas liturgical season, and Ein feste Burg) are considered familiar today. 

These pieces secured Reger a position of lasting prominence as an organ composer. 

The chorale fantasies are not the free-form works such a title might suggest, but 

more in the nature of a partita, or variation set.^^ (Once again, Reger proves himself to be 

a successor to Bach in composing large-scale variation sets based on chorale tunes.) 

Variation pieces were a favorite of Reger's; in addition to the chorale fantasies, he 

composed other organ works (Op. 73, Op. 127) and orchestral works (Op. 100) that were 

written either entirely in this style, or incorporated a variation movement into a larger, 

multi-part work. The choice of a variation set also provided the structure for these 

works.^^ Reger's variations do not rely on strict figural settings for each verse, but were 

inspired more by the text, the atmosphere of which he tried to convey by various means. 

His settings may approach word painting, but achieve their level of profundity from his 

grasp of the spirit of the text rather than a graphic rendering of that text in musical terms. 

All the chorale fantasies follow the same basic formal design: introduction with 

improvisatory and toccata-like touches, followed by presentation of the chorale verses, 

each with its own accompaniment; the final verse was saved for inclusion in the fugue 

Gwilym Beechey, "The Organ Music of Max Reger,'" Organ 55 (1976-77): 55. 
Susanne Popp and Susanne Shigihara, Max Reger: At the Turning Point to Modernism (Bonn; Bouvier 

Vertag Herbert Gnindmann, 1988), 93. 



that concluded the piece, with the fugue subject and chorale tune appearing together at 

the end of the fugue. 

Analysis of Halleluja! Gott zu loben bleibe meine Seelenfreud! Op. 52, No. J 

Seven verses of the chorale tune are used in this chorale fantasy; the tune always 

appears in unomamented fashion in the tonic key of GM:. With the exception of the very 

opening of the piece and the interlude between Verses 4 and 5 (mni64-66), the chorale 

tune is always present in the fantasia section. This limits the range of keys that Reger 

explores in this portion of the piece. 

Fantasia Section (mm 1-95) 

The repeated use of the chorale tune in GM: creates a clear tonality throughout the 

fantasia section. The relative minor, em:, also receives considerable emphasis. The piece 

begins on an em chord, with a delayed pedal entrance on the dominant (D) that rises two 

octaves in a flourish to d' and a dominant pedal point (m2) under mostly third-related 

chords (e.g., BbM-GM). The possible em: tonality of the opening chord is confirmed by 

the BMm7 (V/vi) in m4, a chord that is preceded by a DMm7 chord, the dominant of 

GM: (Musical Example 14). The opening chords from m2 return in mm6-7, starting on 

an FM chord preceded by an AMm7 (V7/V in GM:, and third-related to FM). This 

section ends with a fermata on a DM chord (m8.3). 

Verse 1 (mm 15-27) 

The first verse of the chorale enters in the pedal; it is preceded by a ii-bIII-vii°7/i-

ii-V/V-I progression (Musical Example 15). The sixteenth-note triplet figure from the 
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Musical Example 14, Ilalleluja! Gott zu lobcn , mm I -4. 
Max Reger; SO, V. 6, p. 129. 

Hcrm Fritdndj L Schuckenlrrx hoihaihlungiinllst zugragnet 

3 Fantasie ubcr den Choral 

Halleluja! Gott zu loben bleibe mcine Seelenfreud 

Vivace assai 

• K I II III r~-̂  I—J 1 

i 
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introduction is carried over into the accompaniment for this variation. The first and last 

chorale phrases end on the tonic, with Phrase 2 cadencing with a vii"7/vi-vi progression 

and Phrase 3 ending on a half cadence that takes the harmonic movement back to the 

tonic. This verse has a strong setting that inatches a text full of praise for God.^' 

Verse 2 (mm27-39} 

The dynamic level is reduced from triple forte to mf, and the accompaniment is a 

less active figure of straight sixteenth notes. The melody moves up to the Tenor, with the 

pedal using a falling octave figure. Cadences follow the same harmonic pattern as Verse 

1:1-vi-V-I. with another vii°7/vi-vi progression giving emphasis to the relative minor. 

Verse 3 (mm40-5l) 

The variation setting for this verse is even more restrained than the previous 

verse, with a ppp dynamic marking and eighth-note triplets. The chorale remains in the 

Tenor, with the text exhorting the faithful to find comfort and trust in God.^* The key 

area of em: is highlighted at the first two phrase endings in m43 (vii°7/vi-vi) and m47 

(V7/vi-vi). The last two phrases return to GM:, with a half cadence on V in m49 and a 

tonic cadence in m51. 

Verse 4 (mm52-63) 

Verse 4 has a more exuberant mood (with a text praising God the creator)^', with 

the chorale in the Soprano and an accompaniment of sixteenth notes that gives way to 

sixteenth-note triplets in m56. The first two phrases cadence on GM chords, without any 

" Mark S. Bighley, "Chorale Texts in the Phantasien of Max Reger," Diapason 77, no. 9 (1986): 16. 
Ibid. 

" Ibid. 
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Musical Example 15, Halleluja! Gott zu loben, mm 15-16. 
Max Reger: SO, V.6. p 131. 

Maestoso (ma sempre oioace) 

un pom rilarJanJo 

piuffitmpre Ugalitsimo 

fffbtn marcalo il corale 

Musical Example 16, Halleluja! Gott zu loben, mm64-68. 
Max Reger: SO, V. 6, p. 136. 

M 

paco titardando 
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relative minor inflection. Measures 59-60 still make some reference to em: with a BM 

chord (m60.1) and a chromatic passage with the leading tone of B. The next phrase 

cadences on the dominant, with a vif7fV-W progression in m61. A tonic cadence in m63 

concludes this verse. 

Interlude (min64-66) 

The triplet figure sustains the momentum in the absence of the chorale tune. A 

rising pedal line leads to a slight emphasis on the minor dominant (mm65.2-66.3: V7/v-v-

vii°/ii-ii-vii°7/v-v-vii"7/vi-vii^7/v-v) (Musical Example 16). This short interlude ends on 

an 1W°7 chord in m67, reasserting the tonic GM: chord that follows it. 

Verse 5 (mm68-79) 

The text of verses 5 and 6 speaks of God's tender care for those in need;"*® the 

gentle settings of these two verses certainly reflect their texts. The melody remains in the 

Soprano (up an octave), but moves to the Tenor in Phrase 2 and remains there for the rest 

of the verse. The pedal, which dropped out on Phrase 1, begins a chromatic descent in 

m71. Phrases 1 and 2 cadence on GM chords, but Phrase 3 ends on a BbM chord (bill?), 

perhaps recalling the BbM chords in mm2-3 of the introduction, or perhaps functioning 

as a bVI to the DM (V) chord that begins the next phrase. The final phrase ends with a 

half cadence, not a tonic chord, with the following progression (mm78.4-80.1): V6/5-

V4/2/IV-IV-ii7-vii®7A^-V7. 

Verse 6 (mm79-92) 

For the first time, the chorale appears in the Alto; the first two phrases end on GM 

 ̂Ibid. 



chords. Phrase 3 (m88) begins on a BM chord that quickly resolves to an em chord; this 

phrase follows the established pattern by ending on a V chord. The final note of the 

chorale is harmonized by an em chord (mm91.4-92.1: vii°7/vi-vi). 

The fantasia section ends with a kind of coda in mm92-95. The rising chromatic 

pedal line breaks off to start the final progression with a jump from A to d'-, the 

progression begins on the dominant (m94-95): V (DM)-vi (em)-V (DM)-V7/iii 

(F#Mm7)-iii (bm) vii°7/ii (g#®7)-ii (am)-V7 (DM7). 

Fugue (mm96-192) 

The fugue that ends this piece follows Reger's practice of concluding his chorale 

fantasies with large fugues that incorporate the last verse of the chorale near the end of 

the fugue. The chorale is presented in cantus firmus style, with the chorale phrases 

separated by interludes of varying lengths. The fugue is composed in standard fligal style, 

with entry groups of subject entrances interspersed with episodes that may, or may not, 

have material derived from the subject, but where the subject itself is not clearly present. 

The key areas expbred in the fantasia section were few in number and conservative in 

their relation to the tonic; this was due, in large part, to the tonal restraint imposed by the 

presence of the chorale tune. The fugue is a little more adventurous, but important 

cadences throughout the work lend strong support to the tonic of GM:. 

Section 1: Entry Groups and Episodes (mm96-13S) 

The long fugue subject enters in the Soprano on a descending tonic chord, and 

goes on to make passing references to the dominant (m97.2: g#', vii®A(^) and submediant 

(m97.4: dU', vii%i) before ending on the tonic (Musical Example 17). Entry 2, in the 



Alto in nt99, enters on the dominant and, with the exception of its first two notes, retains 

the exact interval structure of the first statement. The Tenor enters on the tonic chord in 

ml02, and is followed by a short interlude before the Bass subject entry, on the dominant, 

in the pedal in ml08. The first episode occurs in mml 11-113; there are several 

secondary chords (ml 11.3: AM= VA^; ml 12.3: F#M= V/iii), but no progressions with 

secondary dominants or secondary seventh chords that take the tonality away from the 

tonic. 

The second entry group has the same order of voice entries as the first group 

(Soprano-Alto-Tenor-Bass), but the tonic-dominant entrance pattern is reversed: 

dominant-tonic-dominant-tonic. A fragment of the subject, the first three notes, appears 

in the Soprano in ml 20, but this is just a little motive, not a complete subject statement. 

A more developed episode follows this entry group, making use of the opening triadic 

motive (ml27.3, Tenor; ml29.1, Soprano) as well as the constant sixteenth notes (from 

m98). The sixteenth-note rhythm is important throughout the fiigue, although the interval 

content isn't always retained. 

Section 2: Development (mm135-159) 

This middle section can be called a development section because of the 

prevalence of motivic material, more key area exploration, and only a few complete 

subject statements. The descending triadic motive is highlighted in the Tenor and Bass in 

mml35-137 (Musical Example 18). The subject is in the tonic in ml 35, but its 

entrance on a bm chord in ml38marks the first time it has appeared on any chord other 

than the tonic or dominant. The bm chord in ml38 becomes a BM chord in ml40.2, a 



Musical Example 17, Halleluja! Gott zu loben, mra.96-101. 
Max Reger: SO, V. 6, p. 139. 

Allegro brillantc e vivace 

Musical Example 18, Halleluja! Gott zu loben, mml35-l37. 
Max Reger: SO, V. 6, p. 142. 



chord that functions as a V to the e minor subject entrance in ml40.3. The shift to an em: 

tonality is confirmed by the next entrance (Pedal, m 143.3) on a BM triad. An Alto 

subject entrance on the dominant of GM: in ml47 doesn't signal a return to the tonic, but 

does perhaps help keep some feeling of that tonic present in this section. There is also a 

c#° subject entrance (ml53.4-154) that seems more closely related to a DM chord than to 

the em: key center. The triadic motive is repeated multiple times in the Tenor and Bass 

in mI56-158, while the Soprano has a rising chromatic line. 

Closing Section: Fugue Subject and Chorale Tune Combined (mm 159-192) 

The concluding section of the ftigue begins in ml 59 with a tonic entry of the 

subject in the Soprano, the first statement of an entry group. The Alto enters on the 

dominant in ml62 and the Tenor, on the tonic, in ml65. Verse 7 of the chorale enters in 

the pedal in m 165.1; it is preceded and highlighted by a V7 chord. After a brief interlude, 

the chorale moves to the Soprano, with the Tenor and Bass using the fiigue subject in 

stretto. The next chorale phrase (mm 176-177) is in the Soprano, over a texture of 

subject-derived motives, but without the actual subject. The subject enters in the pedal at 

the very end on the chorale phrase, followed in stretto by the Soprano. The pedal 

entrance is on the dominant chord, but the Soprano enters on an em chord, calling to 

mind the importance of the vi key. 

The episode in mml 79-181 builds up to the final chorale phrase (ml82) and the 

subject fragment that accompanies it (Tenor, ml82). The chorale ends on an em chord 

(preceded by a vii'^7/vi chord). The final entrance of the subject is in ml 86 in the Tenor, 

with the opening chorale phrase presented one last time in the Soprano (Musical Example 



Musical Example 19, Halleluja! Gott zu loben, mm 184-192. 
Max Regcr: SO, V. 6, p. 147. 

tempre cicace 

sempre Ugalissimo 
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Org PI 

Adagio 

no 

sempre Otguia Plena 



19). The progression from the flnal note of the chorale to the final cadence is as follows: 

17-bVIl-u%.ii"7/v-V7A^-v-vii'^7/IV-vii°/V-V/ii-vii^7-I. 

The purpose of this analysis is the examination of Reger's establishment of 

tonality in a large-scale work. He does this with very standard chord progressions, 

usually dominant to tonic or leading tone to tonic. Numerous secondary chords appear in 

cadential progressions, and elsewhere, but their functions are surface events that add 

complexity to the piece without affecting its overall tonal feeling and structure. 

Small-Scale Free Works 

Introduction to the Smaller Organ Works 

Important large works were composed throughout Reger's career, but he did not 

neglect smaller forms. From the Three Pieces of Op. 7 in 1894 to Op. 145 in 1915-16 

(his last opus number for organ), collections of shorter pieces were published with 

regularity. Traditional organ forms such as preludes, toccatas, and fugues are well 

represented; the collections also include works titled, "Canzona," "Consolation," and 

"Pastorale." Generally speaking, these opus numbers are collections of individual pieces 

and were not arranged with any particular performance order in mind. Occasionally, 

adjacent selections can be effectively paired, as in Op. 59, Nos. 5 and 6 {Toccata in d 

minor/Fugue in D Major) and Op. 80, Nos. 11 and 12 {Toccata in a minor/Fugue in a 

minor). In another group of pieces from Op. 59, the titles might suggest the possibility of 

a performance grouping, but their keys (particularly in the published order) seem to make 

such an arrangement problematic: No. 7, Kyrie eleison (em:); No. 8, Gloria in excelsis 



(DM:); No. 9, Benedictus (DbM:); and No. 12, Te Deum (am:). A number of the 

collections have twelve pieces, but this may have been a publishing decision as much as 

the composer's artistic one; even this relatively small number of works were often 

published in two volumes. 

Reger's distinctive style can be heard even in these shorter works. It is perhaps 

easiest to recognize in the organ forms such as the toccatas (sectional works with 

dramatic manual and dynamic changes punctuated by virtuosic flourishes) and fugues 

(often with short, chromatic subjects that are developed with very effective counterpoint). 

As always, contrapuntal textures were favored; even in more melodically conceived 

pieces, the accompanying voices create a dense and active background of support. Since 

Reger was a proponent of "absolute" music (as opposed to programme music), the pieces 

with more Romantic titles may seem to be a bit of a departure. However, their evocative 

nature is not, strictly speaking, programme music, and these character pieces are not 

without their charms. Although he lacked the melodic gifts of a Mendelssohn or a 

Tchaikovsky, his expressive melodies worked well within their miniature forms. 

Analysis of Scherzo, Op. 65, No. 10 

The success of Op. 59 (such as the previously mentioned Toccata, Fugue, and 

Benedictus, which remain popular up to the present day) may have spurred Reger to put 

together another such collection. The Twelve Pieces, Op. 65, were published in 1902. 

Reger was a well-educated and well-traveled musician who was aware of all the musical 

currents of the day. His knowledge of styles is evident in the Scherzo, Op. 65, No. 10. 
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This composition owes much to the scherzi of Beethoven; its octave pedal motive 

calls to mind the percussion octave figure from the Scherzo of Beethoven's Ninth 

Sjonphony (also in d minor). Like the chorale preludes, its harmonies are fairly 

conservative, even though certain phrases begin or end with chords that seem 

harmonically abrupt. Martin Weyer says this piece gets "maximum effect [from] 

minimum substance..."^' The overall form is ABA, with the A sections also having an 

aba structure. The more dreamy B section features two slightly uneven halves (I4bars/16 

bars) with chromatic descending lines. The opening material becomes a little more dense 

(additional moving parts and chords) with each appearance. The harmonic movement 

within sections is discussed below. 

Figure 10, Chart of the A section of Scherzo, Op. 65, No. 10 

A (mml-75^ 

a(mml-14) a (mml5-28) b (mm29-51) 
dm(i)-F(III) dm(i)-F(III) m rnim29-39) (2) (mm40-5n 

repetition an dm(i)-EM(V/V) AM(V)-BbM(VI) 
octave higher many secondary 

dominant chords 

bridge (mm52-59) 
sequence, nun54-59 
starts and ends on V 
many secondary 
seventh chords 

a (mm60-75) 
dm(i)-dm(i) 
added chord tones cadence extended in m? 1, 
added Tenor vii°7A^; ends with i6/4-
moving line V-I progression 
(eighth-note 
rhythm) 

*'Martin Weyer, Die Orgelwerke Max Regers: Ein Handbuchfur Orgardsten TaschenbQcher zur 
Musikwissenschaft 108. (Wilhelmshaven: Noetzel Hetrichshofen-BQcher, 1989), 180. 
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Musical Example 20, Scherzo. Op. 65. No. 10, mm 1-14. 
Max Reger; SO, V. 3. p. 165. 

PresUssimo 

10 Scherzo 
d-moU 

M m v  -J—^ 9. • 

U i i t  1 r 1 1  U j j  

stmpre poeo a poeo crescendo r -

m  $ $ 
sempre poeo a poeo crescendo 

r  i r  

12 

r t *  f r r  

III 
jr 

l''i ' j '-1 

1" r  1 -
J. < O  1 

General Observations, mm 1-75 

Reger makes great use of secondary dominants and secondary seventh chords (all 

chords can be accounted for by us'mg these secondary fiinctions). The move to the 
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relative major (FM:) is accomplished with a minimum of chromaticism (one chord, 

ml3.1.2) (Musical Example 20). 

The b section (nim29-51) opens with a material and hints at am: (v) by beginning 

on an EM chord, but doesn't change key (Musical Example 21). Two cadences on EM 

(VA') in ni39 and ni43 and an E pedal in mm44-46 continue this emphasis on the 

Musical Example 2 1 ,  S c h e r z o .  O p . 6 5 ,  N o .  1 0 ,  mm29-38. 
Max Reger: SO, V. 3, p. 166. 

19 



minor dominant. There are many secondary dominants (mm31 -32: F#M-BM= V/ VI-

VI; mm35-37: C#M= V of F#M; m39-40: EM=V/V). BbM: (the VI key) is also given 

some importance: there is an F pedal (V of BbM:) in mm48-50 and a cadence on a BbM 

chord in mS I. 

The shorter a section (mm60-75) closely resembles the opening of the piece, but 

with the addition of a tenor line moving in eighth notes and more chord tones. There is 

no move to the relative Major; instead, the dm tonic is maintained and reinforced by an 

extended cadence in mm? 1-75. 

Figure 11, Chart of the B section of Scherzo, Op. 65, No. 10 

General Observations, mm76-105 

The B section is much more static, with the two descending chromatic lines 

providing forward momentum in their respective halves (Musical Example 22). The first 

half begins in the relative Major, FM:. The chromatic line that descends from/ in the 

Tenor line continues on into the Bass in nun86-88, reaching the lower/in m88 before 

cadencing on a c#*^7chord in m89 that signals a return to the tonic of DM.7dm: in the 

second half. The second half begins (m90) with the Pedal descending chromatically from 

d' to d, confirming the return to the tonic, although here it is the parallel Major (DM;). F-

naturals return in mI02, and there is a strong half cadence in dm: in nunl04-S: i6/4-

vii°7/V (over an A pedal)-V. 

B (mm76-10S) 

(l)(mm76-89) 
descending chromatic Tenor 
line,// 

(2)(mm90-105) 
parallel Major (DM) 
descending chromatic Pedal 
line, d'-d 
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Musical Example 22, Scherzo. Op. 65, No. 10, mm76-81. 
Max Rcger; SO, V. 3, p. 168. 

L'istesso (erapo 

Musical Example 23, iSIcAe/zo, Op. 65, No. 10, mm 154-158. 
Max Reger: SO, V. 3, p. 172. 

154 

General Observations, mml06-l58 

The concluding A section closely parallels the opening A section, minus the 

octave repetition. The pattern of increasing activity is maintained, with the addition of 

more chord tones and more moving parts. The very short bridge (mm143-144) is really 



just the first and last bars of the original bridge (mni52-59). The last a section of the 

Scherzo (mm145-158) reduces the number of moving parts in favor of chords on every 

beat, and, like the a section in mm60-75, stays in the tonic for the final cadence. In this 

instance, the cadence is shortened, not extended; the piece ends with a vii°7A/^-V7-i 

progression (Musical Example 23). 

Figure 12, Chart of the Concluding A section of Scherzo, Op. 65, No. 10 

A (niml06-158) (same harmony as in 1'" A section) 

a (mml06-l 19) (no repeat of a) b(mml20-142) 

Although this short piece has a structure very different from the chorale preludes, 

its harmonic language is remarkably similar to that used in those works. The cadences 

ending each section are straightforward, not elaborate. The piece never modulates for 

any extended period of time; despite the many secondary chords, Reger never explores 

those potential keys. The entire piece can be analyzed in dm:. Reger's musical 

imagination shines through, as he composes a delightful and tightly constructed work 

from very limited resources. 

dm(i)-FM(III) 
more chord tones, 
more moving lines 

(same as 1^ b 
section, with 
more moving lines 

bridge (mm143-144) a (mml45-158) 
shortened drastically dm(i)-dm(i) 
from I ^ appearance more chords; 

shortened cadence 



A Large-Scale Free Work: Fantasia and Fugue in d minor. Op. 135b 

Introduction to the Large Free Works and Reger's Late Style 

The Weiden period that produced the chorale fantasies also produced some 

significant free works, such as the Introduction and Passacaglia (without opus number), 

the Op. 33, First Sonata, and Op. 46, Fantasia and Fugue on B-A-C-H. This creative 

outpouring continued when Reger moved to Munich in 1901, with the appearance of the 

Second Sonata, Op. 60, and the monumental Introduction, Variations, and Fugue on an 

Original Theme, Op. 73. Of these works. Op. 46 and Op. 73 have become standards for 

organ programs, partk:ularly Op. 46, which was immediately popular; Op. 73 is less often 

performed, due to its difficulty and lengthy performance time. Shorter works were also 

composed in Munich, but no important large works until the Introduction, Passacaglia 

and Fugue in e minor. Op. 127, written in Meiningen in 1913. His last large organ work, 

the Fantasia and Fugue in d minor. Op. 135b, was completed in Jena in 1915, but not 

premiered until a month after his death. 

Ahhough the chorale fantasies established Reger's reputation as an important 

organ composer, the Op. 135b is also a signiflcant work. This composition, a very late 

work in Reger's career, manifests a style somewhat different from that of the early 

chorale variations, a style more concerned with "clarity of texture"^^ and "motivic 

conciseness.'^^ Reger had always gravitated toward the improvisatory aspects of organ 

composition in his use of sectional forms (preludes and fantasias) and fragmented, rather 

than mek)dic, fugue subjects. It was only a small step, then, to rely on motives and their 

John Wesley Barka, "The Organ Works of Max Reger," Miscellanea musicolagica 1 (1966): 69. 
fbid., 73. 



development for structural coherence, a coherence equally dependent in Reger's case on 

motivic integration and the tonal and harmonic strength of his counterpoint.^ This 

emphasis on structural support generated from small motivic detail made Reger popular 

with the Expressionists, although he never considered himself a part of that movement. 

Analysis of Fantasia and Fugue in d minor. Op. 135b 

Reger's last great free work shows a very mature style. The Fantasia is in a free 

sonata form, but relies on its use of motives to support this structure instead of a more 

conventional tonal scheme.^' The Fugue has two subjects, each developed separately 

before being combined at the end of the piece. Intervals such as the A2 and A4 are 

prominent in the Fantasia and both fugue subjects; their use here is considered by some 

to be a step towards pantonality, or even atonality.^ It may also be the result of Reger's 

penchant for using motivic fragments whose supporting chords are related only to one 

another, a practice which gives such chords only passing importance without strong ties 

to the underlying tonal context. This analysis will explore how Reger establishes and 

maintains a sense of tonality in this piece. 

Fantasia 

The cadences marked by fermatas, as well as those ending smaller sections, 

generally support the prevailing tonality of dm;. They can also be interpreted as 

supporting a sonata structure for this movement. The most prominent use of the A2 

** Samson, Music in Transition, 6. 
Dahlhaus, Nineteenth-Century, 338. 

** Barker, "Organ Works," 69. 



interval conies between the raised seventh and the lowered sixth scale steps (C# and Bb) 

of the tonic; the most prominent use of the A4 occurs in the subdominant area, as 

members of a V7 (C-natural and F#) chord in gm:. The use of these intervals, which are 

common in harmonic minor, seem to support the underlying tonality rather than 

undermine it. Three main motives are used in the Fantasia: the opening arpeggio figure, 

slower motivic material (m5), and a more stepwise running figure (ml 3) that has some 

relation to the opening arpeggio, but also to an important motive in the "development" 

section. 

Opening Section ("Exposition") (mml-23) 

The piece opens with a descending arpeggio figure that cadences, with a fermata, 

on a DM chord in m4 (Musical Example 24). Reger makes use of one of his favorite 

chords, the Neapolitan, in m3.3 to begin the cadence progression of N (EbM/D pedal)-V7 

(AMm7/D pedal)-vii°7/V (b®7, enharmonically g#°7)-vii''7 (c#®7)-I (DM). A slow 

motivic section follows, with a theme containing an A4 (m5, c'-/U'). Short fragments end 

on FMm7 (m7.2) and cm (m9.2) before the section cadences, with fermata, on another 

DM chord in ml2; the progression is bVI (BbM)-ii" (eVi (DM). The running figure 

appears in ml2, starting in dm: and ending on an f#°7 chord over a D pedal in ml4; the 

arpeggios return in ml 5. This arpeggio section is broken into several smaller sections; 

the transition between two of these sections has a progression that reinforces the tonic of 

dm;. This is the progression (mm 18.4-19.2): N/iv (AbM)- vii"7/iv (f?^®7)-iv (gm)-vii®7 

(c#®7)-i (dm). This progression also hints at the subdominant, with the AbM-fiS^''7-gm 

progression. The cadence that ends the first large section is tonally ambiguous, but this 
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Musical Example 24, Fantasia, Op. 135b, mm 1-5. 
Max Reger: SO, V. I, pp.89-90. 

Master Richurd Strauss in btsatulaar Verthna  ̂

Fantasie und Fuge d-moU 
op lJ5b 

Fantasie 
Q<iasi vivace 

crescenJo 
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Musical Example 24, Fantasia, Op. 135b, mm 1-5. 
Max Reger: SO, V. I, pp.89-90. 

•dagio 

Musical Example 25, Fantasia, Op. 135b, mm22-25. 
Max Reger: SO, V. I, p.93. 

Meno vivace {.motto losUnuia) ritardando 

qaaiiff 

24 mdaglolrnotlo sotiemalo} 

FPP 
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ambiguity still supports the overall structure. The final chord has an AFr6 sonority (A-

C#-Eb-G) and can function as either a V7/b5 in dm: or as a Fr6 in gm:. In a typical 

sonata form, the first large section would end in a key other than the tonic; a key change 

to the subdominant might be implied by interpreting this chord as a Fr6 in gm:. The 

earlier cadences on DM chords (m4, ml2), as well as the progression already mentioned 

in mm 18-19, could support this interpretation. This is not a typical sonata, however, 

since it relies on motives, not tonality, for its support. Although the A6 interval (Eb-C#) 

resolves out to D pitches, the next measure begins on a tonic chord in dm:. Viewed from 

this perspective, the chord is a V7/b5 (Musical Example 25). 

Middle Section ("Development") (mm24-39) 

The "development" section opens with motivic material in dm;. The AFr6 

sonority first seen in m23 recurs in m26, with a similar resolution to a dm chord in m27. 

An arpeggio section begins in m28, with its short segments usually ending on harmonies 

that are functional in dm: (e.g., m29, V-i6/4). The motivic material in m30.3 (Musical 

Example 26) leads into the most important part of the development section, with thirty-

second-note rhythms driving to a triple forte in m36 and an even more forceful Organo 

Pleno in m39. The rhythm sk>ws dramatically in m39 as the section concludes with a 

BbMm-am6-F#M-AMnmi9/7 progression that functions as Gr6-v6-#III-V9/7 in dm:. 

The preceding measure has a canon between the Soprano and Pedal, with prominent use 

of A2 intervals that en^hasize dm: and gm:. The canon is sequenced, with some 

emphasis on the iv of iv, cnt The Eb and Ab could be seen as Neapolitan notes in dm: 

and gm:. The AMmm9/7 cadence in m39 brings the tonal focus back to dm: for the 
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Musical Example 26, Fantasia, Op. 135b, miTi30-31. 
Max Reger: SO, V. I, p.94. 

lafitato 

Musical Example 27, Fantasia. Op. 135b. mm49-50. 
Max Reger; SO, V. !, p. 99. 



return of the opening material in m40. 

Closing Section (mm40-51) 

The arpeggios of m40 make it clear that this is a return to the opening material in 

the tonic, with a sixteenth-note figure added beneath the thirty-second-note arpeggios. 

The arpeggios are interrupted by a figure first seen in the development section in m28, 

and again in in38; this is the figure that is related to the running figure from ml2. The 

figure is again seen in canon. When the arpeggios resume in m42, they begin on an abm 

chord. The Ah note becomes part of a DbM chord in mm44.1 and m44.3.1; this chord 

could function as a Neapolitan chord to the cm chord on m44.3.2. The Vivace runs on the 

CM/cm and GM/gm scales end on trills a half-step above and below the starting pitches. 

If any key other than dm: is given any emphasis in the Fantasia, it is gm:, the 

subdominant. Reger's passing emphasis on CM/cm, the subdominant of gm: extends that 

relationship a little further from the tonic. The two runs end with trills on notes that 

could be seen as the Neapolitan notes and leading tones of their respective scales. The 

last fermata cadence before the conclusion of the piece is on a vii^7 (c^**?) chord. The 

figure from m4l .3, presented without canon this time, drives to the final cadence in m51: 

VI (BbM)-vii^7/iv (f»°7)-vii^7/iv/iv (b°7)-N (EbM)-III+ (F+)-V7 (AMm7).I (DM) 

(Musical Example 27). Even here, Reger makes reference to the subdominant 

relationships, with the secondary seventh chords of gm and cm. The Neapolitan chord is a 

standard choice for him, and the 111+just enriches the cadence progression. 

Fugue 

The fugue, even though it has two subjects, has a standard fligal construction of 
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Musical Example 28, Fugue, Op. 135b, mml-6. 
Max Reger: 5a V. I, p. 100. 

Fuge 

Molto sostenulo (J = «>) 

Musical Example 29, Fugue, Op. 135b. mm44-46. 
MaxReger;5a V. I, p. 104. 

a tempo (faosi oiodccxJ = J-) 



entry group sections alternating with brief episodes. The development of both subjects 

follows this pattern, and the two subjects are used together at the conclusion of the fugue. 

The interval ofthe A2 is prominent in both subjects, although (as in the Fantasia) it is 

more the outgrowth of tonal relations, however temporary, than any attempt at atonality. 

The A4 is highlighted when the two subjects appear together; since the tritone splits the 

octave in half, the interval occurs in the same place regardless of which subject is placed 

above or below the other. 

Subject I (mml-43) 

This subject contains eleven of the twelve pitch classes (Musical Example 28), 

but its chromaticism can be explained in a tonal context; CU and Bb are part of a dm 

harmonic scale; G# is the leading tone of the dominant; and Eb and F# are references (as 

in the Fantasia) to gm:. The order in which the voices enter is standard, as are the 

pitches on which they enter: Bass, d-. Tenor, a; Alto, Soprano, a'; and Pedal, d. All 

entries retain the interval structure of the original subject, with leading-tone or dominant 

chords preceding the first note of each entry. The first three descending notes of the 

subject become a small motive for the first episode (mml9.4-21), although the intervals 

are not the same. The second entry group section (tnin22-37.1) begins with the subject 

on the dominant; this doesn't signal a key change, since the next entrance (m25) is back 

on the tonic. The next two entrances are also on the dominant, and a k)nger episode 

(m37.2-43) has a number of °7 chords, and cadences on an EM chord (VA^ in dm:). 



Subject 2 (inm44-67) 

The second subject begins on the dominant chord, but heads back to the tonic in 

mm46-47, ending on a half cadence on the minor dominant (m47.3) (Musical Example 

29). Several motives from the subject are important: the half-step figure, ^5355 ; 

J9EB3 i ^ iJ3J • The rhythm of the second and third motives makes them 

particularly useful as the fligue progresses. The key of gm: is highlighted again with a 

vii®7-V-i cadence in m53, just as the Tenor enters. (This subject always enters on the 

third of the chord, not on the root.) The iv/iv, cm, also has an entry (m57). The cm: 

emphasis is felt into the beginning of the episode in m61. This episode is driven by the 

motive, and comes to rest on an AMmm9/7 in m66.1 that leads back to dm: via a 

VA/^-V-I progression in m68.2-68.3. 

Climax: Subjects in Combination (mm68.3-83) 

The first combined appearance of the two subjects (Subject I in the Pedal; 

Subject 2 in the Soprano) in m68 is in the tonic and is preceded by a V7 chord. The 

tritone occurs in m70.2.1; the combination of subjects only confirms the harmonic 

structure implicit in their sok) presentations. The subjects are switched for the dominant 

entry in m72.3. Motivic material from Subject 2 drives the counterpoint of the inner 

voices. This momentum is sustained in the episode (m7S.4) that builds to the third 

combinatk)n of the subjects (m78), an entrance that is, again, preceded by a V7 chord 

(Musical Example 30). This great climax has Subject 2 in the Pedal driving to a tonic 

pedal point in m82. Afier the Soprano statement of Subject 1 is completed, the line 

ascends chromatically to ̂  before ending on a^. The pedal point begins with a 
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Musical Example 30, Fugue, Op. 135b, mm77-83. 
Max Reger: SO, V. I, p. 110. 

J J 
inuderatu molto ; ct) 

attai marcato 
sempre ri= 

tardando 

semprt crticeado 

ttmpre trticendi 

\ 

ri tardando 
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deceptive cadence (to BbM); the progression in the final measure is: IV-vii^-vii"/iv-

vii'^/V-ii" -V7-vii^ -<#HI)-vii" -I. 

When one hears a piece such as this for the first time, it may seem that Reger is, 

tonally speaking, all over the map. Analysis makes it clear that this is not the case. It is 

highly chromatic and full of momentary relationships; neither this chromaticism nor these 

fleeting references manage to destroy the underlying tonality that Reger establishes with 

conventional progressions and cadences throughout the piece. An emphasis on iv/iv is 

not a radical key relationship in 1915. Reger may take his material in unexpected 

directions, but he uses conventional means to take it there. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A New Understanding of Reger's Harmonic Thinking 

There is no denying the fact that Reger's harmonic language is dense and highly 

chromatic; it is not, however, incomprehensible or carelessly worked out. Almost any 

chord is apt to appear at almost any moment, but that chord have a relationship to its 

surrounding harmonies. Reger's excess of harmonic riches is built on a solid tonal 

foundation. The modulation examples of Beitrdge zur Modulationslehre establish keys in 

very traditional ways; their ability to quickly take the progression out of one key and into 

another is one of Reger's special talents. In the compositions analyzed in this document, 

tonality remained clear, and genuine, prolonged modulations were rare. Reger did not 

feel the need to change keys to justify bringing in chromatic chords that extended the 

network of chordal and tonal relationships. 

A New Context for Analyzing His Organ Literature 

Many analyses of Reger's organ works (indeed, of many of his works in any 

medium) seem to get bogged down by his massive outpouring of notes and complex 

chord progressions. An analytical approach that focuses on the harmonic events that 

support the overall structure of a piece, be it large or small, may be more productive in 

leading to an understanding of both the surface details and the underlying organization of 

his works. Reger's affinity for the organ makes his organ compositrans ideal subjects for 

this kind of study; greater comprehension of their harmonic style leads to more fully 

realized and communicative performance. 
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A New Appreciation of Reger's Place in Music History 

No composer determines his or her own place in either the current musical scene 

or the continuum of tradition. Reger was aware of his roots in German Baroque music, 

and attempted to sustain that tradition even as he transformed it. Although he was as 

prominent in Germany during his lifetime as Richard Strauss, his sphere of influence 

dwindled drastically for much of the twentieth century. He wrote in a "modem" style, 

but did not align himself with any of the musical movements that so profoundly affected 

composers and audiences in the first half of this century. The analyses in this document 

may help to clarify Reger's place in the early twentieth-century musical scene. His 

conservative traits outweigh his more unorthodox practices; by striving to balance the 

traditional with the contemporary, he succeeds in creating an identifiable style that merits 

fiirther study and wider recognition. 
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